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Murray, Ky. Friday Afternoon, March 10, 1978 In Our 99th Year i5c. Per Cop
USPS Expected To Reject Site As Possible New Fa-00y Location
Council Denies Parker Property Drainage Proposal
A proposal for a drainage project on a
Chestnut Street site being considered
by the United States Postal Service for
the location of a new postal facility in
Murray was denied by the Murray
Common Council last night.
The council voted 9-3 to deny the
project following -a lengthy public
hearing which included a presentation
on the feasibility of the project by Ted
Billington, consulting engineer.
Voting against the project were
council members Steve Yarbrough,
Martha Sammons, Marshall Jones, W.
R. Furches, Howard Koenen, Dr. J. D.
Outland, Ruby Hale, Dave Willis and
Dr. C. C. Lowry. Voting in favor of the
project were council members Dick
George, Billy Balentme and Hardiman
Nix. Nix later explained to the council
that he misunderstood the motion and
- intended to vote against the project.
Utility Rate Hikes
Get Initial Approval
A new rate structure for water
districts purchasing -water-Mtn-the-
Murray Water & Sewer System and an
increase. in -sewer rates charged
customers of the system received
preliminary approval of the Murray
Common Council at its regular session
• last night. „_, . - -
The new rates, which are to be in-
corporated Into an amendment to the.
present rate ordinance and presented to
the council at a later meeting, are:
" -Water districts will be charged at
the rate of 45 cents per 1,000 gallons of
water purchased. Districts presently
are paying 45 cents per 1,000 gallons on
the first 300,000 gallons purchased and
35 cents per 1,000 gallons on the
remainder;
-Sewer rates will be increased from
one-third of the charge for water to one-
half the charge for water.,  
Don Leets of the water system ex-
plained to The Murray Ledger & Times
that the average customer of the water
system uses 6,000 gallons of water per
month. Leas said the present sewer
charge of $3.86 on 6,000 would increase
by 70 cents to $4.56 under the proposed
new rate striicture.
The council was also advised last
night of an impending increase in the
cost of natural gas.
Councilman W. R. Furches said that
an increase from Texas Gas on gas sold..
the local system would be passed along
for consumers and would be reflected
on bills received May 1. He said the
increase of seven cents 1,000 cubic feet
of gas would mean a hike of ap-
proximately 75-rents perliiontli -in-the
average homeowners gas bill.
In other action at Thursday's
meeting, the council approved two
ordinances on second and final reading
and two others on first reading.
Enacted were:
-An ordinance arneoding the zoning
ordinance to increase fees charged an
inZiVIaiial-req-Tering a zoning-Ching-ea'
and;
-An ordinance establishing a
uniform penalty of $5 for parking
violations throughout the city. The
. Se . el O.
parking meters.
Approved on first reading were:
-An ordinance amendment rezoning
the Harley Robertson property near S.
641 and Parklane from R-2 ( residential)
a to R-4 (multi-family dwellings.) and;
-An ordinance establishing a no
parking zone on the east side of
Stadium View Drive.
Also discussed at last night's meeting
were violations of no parking an Olive -
Blvd. The council directed Police Chief
Brent Manning to station patrolmen in
the vicinity of the no parking zones
tonight and Saturday to dissuade fans
going to the regional basketball tour-
nament at the MSU Sports Arena from
parking in those zones.
The council also heard a report from
Dr. J. D_Oulland of the public works
committee who said city streets had
sustainment from $250,000 to $350,000
worth of damage during the severe
winter weather.
Advantages Cited By Principal
John Parker, who is negotiating With
the USPS for the sale of the property
owned by his mother, Mrs. Birdie
Parker, told the council: --- •
"They will build a post office if We-get
the water off of it ( the property)."
But councilman Jones raised the
question of whether the council would
be voting for or against a new post
office or for or against the drainage
project.
Mayor Henley indicated to the
council that to his knowledge, the postal
service had looked at four other sites in
Murray. in addition to the _Parker
propert5'.
.„ The Parker property-, which fronts on
Chestnut Street, is located about 300
feet west of the Intersection of Chestnut
and 10th streets.
Later in the meeting, the council
authorized that a resolution be drawn
' CHAMPION SHOOTERS: Brig. Gen. lames M. Wroth, commander of the
.4:ingoic_ Region. Sabsdcimirtered at ft: Knox, was on the
Murray State University campus recently to present the university's rifle
team with the commander's trophy for being the No. 1 ROTC rifle team in
the nation in 1977. Shown, from the left, are: Jay Sullivan, Oswego, N.Y.;
Hugo Adelson, New City, N.Y.; Mike Gross, Menomonee Falls, Wisc., ac-
cepting the trophy; Michelle Soncrant, Stoughton, Mass.; Bill Patzke,
Cleveland, N.Y.; General Wroth; Roger Withrow Rawlins, Wyo., and M Sgt.
Howard Willson, the team's coach.
indicating the members are generally
in favor a a newpost office for Murray.
Several council members expressed
a concern about what effect the
drainage project on the Parker
property would have on the portion of
the old city park along 10th Street. They
indicated they felt if that portion of the
old park were utilized as a "pooling
area" for water running off of the
Parker site it would preclude future
deireTOPriterif of the park property.
Another concern was expressed by
Furchos, who said: "1, for
one, would hate to see the post office
-.Move out of the downtown area. I think
-it would deteriorate the downtown
considerably..."
Parker replied that in his con-
versations with postal officials, they
had indicated the possibility of main-
taining a branch office in the downtown
area.
"Until we're assured we get one (a
branch ) downtown I couldn't vote for a
new post office," Frches said.
Also expressing concern about the
drainage project were W. J. Pitman
and David graham, residents. of Olive
Street. Both said they currently have
water drainage problems on their
properties - located downstream from
the park property - and were con-
cerned that the project could increase
the problems they now have.
Billington had indicated that .his
study showed the amount of water
reaching a pipe under . Sharpe Street, -
south of the park property, would only
be increased by three to MK- percent-W--
theproject were approved.
Billington said in his estimation the
effect on property owners further
downstream from the Sharpe. Street 48
inch pipe would be minimal.
Middle School Constt uction Discussed
Calloway School Board Okays
Calendar; Spring Break Cut
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Staff Reporter
Calloway County school students will
get a two day spring break instead of




Members of the Murray Independent
Board of Education are expected to
study a report in coming days which, if
approved, could mean a complete
elementary level reorganization in the
city school system.
"The reorganization would establish
a primary learning center, K-2 --at
Robertson School and an intermediate
learning center, 3-4, at Carter School,"
Mary S. Ryan, a school principal for
both schools, told board members
Thursday evening.
Both schools currently have grades
K-4.
An anticipated strong showing of
parents opposing the measure at the
school board meeting Thursday
evening fizzled. Few there spoke out
against the reorganization plan, while
others talked of systemwide busing
concerns.
"I want the board to be aware of the
practical side of this. . . carpooling is
going to be more complicated because,
for example, if I have to bring children
to two schools, it would be harder for
me to find someone else going to those
schools at the same time. . . If I have
two young children, a first grader and a
fourth grader, I'm going to have to go to
one school and get one and another
school to get the other," one parent told
board members.
The current city elementary
reorganization plan is an outgrowth of
committee work done by Margaret
Franklin, a teacher, Willie Jackson,
transportation and pupil personnel
administrator, and Mrs. Ryan.
"For several years the ad-
ministration has been aware of a
population trend that has the potential
for creating a problem for the present
school organization. That trend is the
imbalance in the school populations of
the school zones as they now exist,"
Mrs. Ryan said.
drop in enrollment at Carter artd an
enrollment gain at Robertson, both
since 1971-72. Carter currently enrolls
200 and Robertson 322.
"At the present time the imbalance
has not presented many problems for
our school district since we have been
able to correct imbalances between
schools mostly by placement of tuition
students. Since the opening of the new
county _ elementary schools and the.
expected addition of one kindergarten
unit, the number of tuition students
enrolliag in the city schools can be
expected to drop," Mrs. Ryan said.
Advantages of the plan, she said,
would be the placement of students
similar in age "in an environment
created to take care of their
educational needs"
Additional advantages, she said,.
could be student grouping; "the plan
locates teachers of the students
together in a manner that encourages
cooperative planning;" Mrs, Ryan also
talked of placement of appropriate
materials -in each school.
The plan, she said, would mean no
loss in federal title funding and would
give the opportunity for each child in
Murray to enter kindergarten and go
straight through school together.
Disadvantages to the reorganization,
she said, would be the loss of ,
educational modeling after older
children; children would have to
change buildings three times; and she
cited inconveniences to families.
Jackson said that since the system
has two new buses on order, the plan
wouldn't require adding another bus.
."The_ problem of distance between
the campuses was mentioned. I have
checked the difference with my car.
and they are minimal," Mrs. Ryan
said.
Following presentation of the
reorganization plan, the board went
into executive session for "personnel"-
reasons.
In other Murray school board,
business: .
- The board adopted mathematics
textbooks for grades 1-12 for next school
term.
- Board members are expected to
study some mechanical cooling bids for
schools in the system. Some questions
were raised about subcontractors
working with the bidders.
- Board members voted, as rlid
See CITY BOARD,
Page 16, Column 7
Three Still In Running For AD
The number of candidates still under
consideration for the position of athletic
director at Murray State University has
been narrowed to three, Dr. Marshall
Gordon, vice-president for university
services said today.
Gordon said that the selection
committee is expected to agree on a
final recommendation sometime next
week and the recommendation will be
presented to the university's board of
regents at its seSSion Saturday, March
18.
cordon would not reveal the iden-
tities of the three candidates but did say
one ..,.was....".inside"...lirom. within, the
present university community) and the
other two were "outside."
Sources close to the university in-
dicate that Johnny Reagan, head
baseball coach at MSU and prOsently
serving as acting athletic director, Is
the "inside" candidate still in the
running for the post. The source refused
to reveal the identities of the two
"outside" candidates.
Gordon also said that no decision has
been reached on who will replace Fred
Overton as head basketball coach at
MSU and added that he hopes that.
committee can reach a decision next
week in order to forward the 1::
recommendation 2e the regents March
18.
five day vacation under a revised
school makeup calendar Calloway
County Board of Education has ap-
proved.
In a split vote Thursday, county
school board members okayed a school
calendar amendment, that if approved
by Kentucky Department of Education,
will mean a two day spring break; it
eliminates a two day "mini-break"
next week, and will have students
getting out of school...tune 3 on a
Saturday.
School board members okayed the
calendar revision to make up 22 days
missed in January, February and
March due to the weather.
Board members also voted to accept
10 .calamity days from the state, five
teriatively from the Kentucky Board of
Education and five from a governor's
executive order.
Under the revision plan, students will
be in school March 16 and 17; April 10,
11 and 12; May 25, 26, V, 31; and June 1,
2 and 3. Students will pick up their
report cards June 3, a Saturday, in-
Stead of the current May 24 final day.
The calendar revision the board
members settled on was one of four
options a school calendar committee
submitted to the board.
Board members had options of
. eliminating days such as spring break
and the "mini-break," extending the
school daY or having classes on
Saturday. Board members chose an
option that calLs for no Saturday classes
nor school day extensions.
School board member Billy Joe
Kingiris voted against the calendar
revision option but didn't say why in the
open meeting.
Hamburgers And Hotdogs
After a long discussion with prin-
cipals and parents attending the
Thursday session, Calloway County
Board of Education voted to have an
option of hamburgers and hotdogs in
addition to the normal lunchroom fare
on alternating days for all students
attending county elementary schools.
School principals Bob Allen of East
Elementary, Jim Feltner of North and
Roy Cothran of South attended the
session.
The principals indicated that
generally hamburger lunch lines will
take longer than normal pre-served
food lines.
All the elementaky school ad-
ministrators agreed to try the ham-
burger-hotdog options on alternating
days at the schools for the remainder of
the school term.
Middle School
Construction on a Calloway County
School. System middle schati
begia-by early September, arf architac.c,
working with the building project told
board members Thursday afternoon.
The architect, Pat Gingles of Nash-
ville, told board members that bids on
the building may go out in early
summer, with construction starting in
early September; and he projected the
building could be "in the dry" by
January, 1979.
"We'll be looking at two things, first a
site plan for the entire campus; we'll
try to anticipate additional site irn-
profements," Gingles said. Later, he
said, officials will develop a general
equipment listing for the school and
project that into a budget.
The building itself, which will be
located on the Calloway County High
campus on College Farm Road, is
estimated at S1.6-million.
Gingles said the building design
"may seem rather conventional," with
interior rooms flexible enough to all for
future educational trends.
A system committee with teachers,
administrators and school board
representatives is currently working on
Ideas for thesetiool.
In other action Thursday, the board:
- Renewed the current contract of
superintendent Jack Rose for four
years -with salary to be arrived at
later."
Joe Dyer, chairman of the board,
indicated, "This vote is indicativakof the
job Dr. Rose has-been doing." All hoard"
members voted for the measure. Dr.
Rose told board members, "I ap-
preciate the confidence you have put in
me."
See COUNTY BOARD,
Page 16, Column 7
inside today
- Bilhngton had earlier indicated that
an of the drainage structures in the
area of the park were undersized and
that total revamping of drainage in the
park and further south would constitute
a tremendous cost to the city.
His recommendation on the drainage
project- for the Parker property
stipulated that no changes be made in
the size of the drain pipes south of the
park property saying the smaller size of
the pipes would have a "choking effect"
on the water flow and would act as a
protection, against further; flooding,
downstrearn.
Other sites that the USPS has
'reportedly considered include the park
property at the corner of 10th and
Chestnut, a site on the east side of 12th
Street between Poplar and Sycamore
and the Taylor Motors property at 4th
and Poplar.
A -motion to table action on the
—aiamage proposiii
meeting of the coui4i1 was voted down
after Parker told the council he would
rather them vote last night.
Attempts by The Murray Ledger Si
Times to reach officials with USPS in
Washington today to find out what other
options might be open for a possible
new Post office facility proved futile,
however, aides in the office of
Congressman Carroll Hubbard are
pursuing the matter at his direction.
NAMED OUTSTANDING — Becky
Walls has been chosen Outstanding
_ Murray DECA Chapter Member of'
the Murray Area Vocational School.
This award is based upon the chapter
advisor's decision in regard to en-
thusiasm, participation, im-
provement, and progress of the
member. Along with this honor, Miss
Walls will be Murray DECA Chapter's
official representative at the Ken-
tucky Distributive Education Clubs
contests being held this weekend at
the Galt House, Louisville.
Cleanup Program
Begins Next Week
Murray Street Department will start
the annual spring city beautification
program beginning Monday, March 13.
According to Ray Clark, city street
superintendent, the program entails
picking up limbs, shrubbery, household
trash, large appliances and furniture at
the curb side.
Clark said the following rules must be
followed in order to speedily handle the
material; All weeds, grass and
shrubbery trimmings, along with small
household trash, must be placed in
plastic bags. Brush and limbs should be
neatly stacked in small piles and ex-
tended no longer than six feet and three
inches in diameter.
To have the service, city residents
are asked to call 753-3790 between 7 a.'
m. and 3:30 p. m. The service is based
on a call-in procedure and calls will be




_ Calloway County and Murray High each sustained
disappointing setbacks in regional girls basketball play
and were eliminated, losing to Carlisle and Lowes





Becoming 'mostly sunny by
afternoon and warmer. Highs
today in the low and mid 50s.
Clear and cool tonight. Lows in
the upper 30s. Saturday slowly
increasing and thickening
cloudiness and a few degrees
warmer. Highs in the upper 50s.
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Writer Tells Of Early Living When
•10.
LOCAL YOUNG CAREER WOMAN - Vicki R. Kloke
iYaung-CareerWtmrtanli- of-the MuneyBysincss
and firigessional Club will speak at the'regtilar dinner
meeting of the club to be held Thursday, March 16, at
6:30 p.m. at the Murray Woman's Club House. She will
also be entering the district contest of the Business
and Professional Women's Club at the meeting to be
held Sunday, March 19, at two p.m. at the Community
Room of the North Branch of the Peoples Bank,
Murray, with the Murray club as hostess. 11•Gss Kloke is
' coordinator of reading and study skills program ON
instructor al Murray State University. She attended
Henderson Community College and received both her
BA. and M. A. degrees at Murray State with majors in
education and reading: She is an active member of the
•Memorial Baptist Church where she teaches in the
Junior High Department and is known by many in the
community as a member of the Sunshower singing
group. Miss "Joke, a native of Henderson, is single and
has for her hobbies - music, needlepoint, and
houseplants. All members are urged to attend the club
meeting on Thursday and the district meeting on Mar-










Mrs. Ada I. Mitchell, Rt. 3,
Cadiz, Mrs. Kathy R. Ticknor,
Rt. '5 Bx. 260 Murray, Miss
Kimberly C. McDaniel, Rt. 2,
Pans, Tn., J. C. Schroeder,
Rt. 1, Dexter, Eddie I). Davis,
514 S. 7th, Murray, Fred M.
Garland, Rt. 1, Kirksey, Jerry
L. Smith, 509 S. 11th,
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Vernon Sins of Hardin
Route One has been dismissed
from the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
John Harcourt of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Mrs. William Majors of
Murray has been dismissed
from Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
Mrs. Annette Collie, Rt. 5,
Murray, Alfred Cunningham,
1105 Sycamore, Murray,
Donnie D. Garland, CR 294
New Concord, Mrs. L. Wanda
Reavis, Rt. 4, Murray,
Treresa G. Gallimore, Rt. 8,
Murray, Vicki L. Gallimore,
Rt. 8, Murray, Mrs. Mettle M.
Graves, Br. 115, Hamlin, Mrs.
Julia M. Salmon, Hazel,
James A. Turner, Rt. 5, Br.
358 Murray, Miss Opal L.
Moubry, 208 S, 16th, Murray,-
Mrs. Melva E. Boyd and Baby
Girl, Rt. 1, Sedalia, Mrs. Mary
R. Sykes, Br. 344, Murray,
Ovis S. Davis, Rt. 5, Mayfield,
Walter A. Hillard, Rt. 6, Br.
242, Murray, Mrs. Irene
Bennett, Rt. 1, Alm°, Mrs.
Audrey L. Moore, Rt. 4,
Murray, Mrs. Ruby C.
Lassiter, 408 S. 8th, Murray,
Amon Owen, Rt. 6 Br. 140,
Murray, Richards Vidmer,
1108L2 Elm St., Murray,
James L. Duncan, Rt. 1, Almo,
William B. Suiter, 103 S. 12th,
Murray, Mrs. Paula R. Suiter,
103 S. 12th, Murray, Miss
Laura B. Taylor, Gen. Del.
Hazel, Mrs. Chlora B. Far-
mer, Fein Terrace, Murray.
e nergy ruts ot 4ros em
By Estelle Spiceland cidentally while deer hunting, of a blackout. We had a
Feb. 22, 1878 is still unable to walk. Oury kerosene lamp. We also had
I was advised In a letter Lovins who fell off a ladder, an iron tea kettle for heating
from a favorite teacher, Max has been confined in Lourdes water.
Hurt, to write now as never Hospital for weeks. --- . Weekly grocery shopping-
before. Ound on, could go on this was unheard of. We raised
L. &Iv instead _cd ja____account trjbuis*WS9fl. _Jowl of the food we ate, and
spirational as he has always preparation for life's winters, we had a cow tofuiviih
been, I fear there will be an we recommend Ecclesiastes There were paths through
Edgar Allan Poe flavor of 12:1, "Remember now thy the woods to neighbors'
"sleverniore" to anything I • creator in the days of thy houses, where everybody/.
might write, youth, while the evil days lived as simply as we.
Death has followed death come not, nor the years draw And there was a small
this hard winter. Flowers are nigh when thou shalt say, I country church nearby where
still on four graves -in New have ne'Pleasure la them." all congregated on the Sab-
By the way, for those who bath Day.Concord Cemetery, the last
two, 'Otis Ferguson's and contribute toward the Heart But it seems that in no
Ralph M. Fund instead of flowers as church have we learned I
-Mrs. Fannie Lou Rushing memorials, the Memorial Timothy 68, "Godlipess with
left a great vacancy, not Heart Fund sends cards of contentment is great gain. Foronly
in her home but Jp, Poplar
Spring Baptist Church.
Pau/Blalock-died on theday
we read in Ledger's "Ten
Years Ago Column" how he
and others had been cited for
superior accomplishments to
the state Dairy Herd
Association.
A former 'Stewart County
-neighbor, Wilburn took, who'
refinished old furniture at
Dover, paid his respects to
Linus Spiceland, and a few
days later died after surgery.
Many are seriously ill. Mrs:
Lenore Jones, formerly of
Concord, . has , a sister,
Beatrice Locke-, in the
hospital, and also a daughter
and son-in-law seriously ill.
Mrs. Vida Shackelford and
Mrs. Fats Wynn, mother of
•
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Mrs. Juanita Spiceland, are in
the intensive care unit of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Donnie Parker, shot ac-
Saturday, March 11
Bake sale will start at nine
a.m. in front of Roses
Department Store as spon-
sored by the Church of Jesus
Christ -bf Latter Day Saints.
First Baptist Church GAs
will have a book study at the
Fellowship Hall of the church
from two to five p.m.
Saturday, March 11
Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of
the American Revolution will
meet at the home of Mrs.
Robert 0. Miller at 1:30 p.m.




Senior High Youth of the First
Christian Church will be held
following the morning
worship service.
Gospel singing will be held
at Pleasant Valley Church of
Christ at 230 p.m.
Monday, March 13
Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at the home of Helen
Hodges at 1:30 p.m.
Cordelia Erwin Circle of
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Women is
scheduled to meet at seven
p.m.
Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
seven p.m. in the senior class
room of the church.
1.0
„
WORLD FRIENDSHIP - The World Friendship Club met Feb. 24 in the home of Mrs.
Rob Walston. Attending were, left to right, standing, Jessie Jeng„ Taiwan; Ary Tehrani,
Iran; Gladys Buchanan, Nicaragua; Edith Noffsinger, Murray; Mene Coskuner, Turkey;acknowledgements 'with we brought noting into this Gr#cie Erwin, Kirksey; sitting, Thelma Warlord, Murray; Marta Adrian°, Brazil; Fatanehnamereltonorr-anctitanier• "mid; aTtalt4s143rtairtweesir Shayegan, hanfMotikaWalstort, Germany; Holly and Heather Walston._ Since_ we_ _wilL_huilrL air carry Dothi eg eut. And having _castles for the future, food and raiment let us be
precious memories of the Looking back now, we Mrs. Lindse Is Elected As
"nevermore we like to relive there with content." '
past. realize how blessed we were.
Predictions of an -energy So if we had any advice to
,crisis are alarming now, but young people starting homes,
once in the dear dead days we would quote Edgar A.
beyond -remit, we searee-Cetteat.- - _
would have listened.
resident _Of PEO Chapter
The president's gavel of
Chapter M, P.E.O., passed
from Mrs. Olga- Freeman to
Mrs. Alfred Lindsey, Jr.,
Monday evening, March 6.
The meeting was in the home
of Mrs.- Geerge-S.- Hart, -the
first since December 10.
Because of snow and in-
clement weather no meetings
were held in January and
February.
Other effieere-eleeted-and
installed with Mrs. Lindsey
were Mrs. Robert T. Bryan,
vice-president; Mrs. John C.
Quertermous, recording
secretary; Mrs. Hugh L.
Oakley, corresponding
change and are as follows: secretary; Mrs. Lewis
CALLOWAY COUNTY Bossing, treasurer; Mrs.
• Monday
CALLOWAY HIGH-
-, hamburger, Honored At- Harlan Hodges, chaplain; andMrs. Larry Clark; guard.
wiener winks, barbecue Installing officei- for the- local
chicken; Tuesday - ham- chapter was Mrs. Henry
burger, spaghetti, chack runchllere McKenzie, Past president of
wagon sandwich; Wednesday Kentucky State Chapter.
- hamburger, chili burgers,
beef pot pie; Thursday -
cheeseburger, sloppy joe,
battered fish; Friday -
hamburgers, pizza, pork chop
patti. A variety of salads,
vegetables, fruits, and




Monday - skipper's treat
including fish sandwich with
cheese, lettuce, and tarter
sauce, tater tots, ahd ice
cream; Tuesday - ham-
burger, french fries, lettuce,
fresh fruit, and cookie;
Wednesday - fried chicken,
green peas, creamed potatoes,
cranberry sauce, arid rolls;
Thursday - submarine
sandwich, lettuce, tomato,
• roundabouts, and banana
pudding; Friday - soup and
cheese sandwich, pear salad




Monday - choice of corn
dogs, toasted cheese, ham-
burgers, and hot dogs;
Tuesday - choice of pizza,
barbecued beef, hamburgers,
and hot dogs; Wednesday -
choice of meatloaf, turkey and
gravy, hamburgers, and. hot
dogs; Thursday - choice of
tacos, ravioli, hamburgers,
and hot dog& Friday - choice
of chili and sandwich, roast
beef sandwich, hamburgers,
Sigma Department of the and hot dogs. Chef salads and
Murray Woman's Club will variety of fruits and
meet at the club house at 7:30 vegetables served daily.
p.m. Names for new members MURRAY MIDDLE-
will be tabled. Monday - corn dogs Or
hamburgers, fruits and
Recovery, Inc., will meet at vegetables, and cake;
the Health Center, North Tuesday - pizza or barbecued
Seventh and Olive Streets, beef, fruits and vegetables.
Murray, at seven p.m. and cookie; Wednesday -
turkey and gravy or ham-
Needline Board will meet at burger, fruits and vegetables,
the Triangle Inn at twelve rolls, and jelly; Thursday -
noon. pizza or tacos, fruits and
vegetables, and cookie:
American Legion Post No. Friday - fish sandwich or
73 will have a dinner at the hamburger, fruits and
legion hall at 6:30 p.m. with vegetables, and cake.
hamhocks and white beans to CARTER AND ROBERT-
be furnished and others to SON-
bring cole slaw, scalloped Monday - grilled cheese,
potatoes, and desserts. stewed tomatoes, mixed
vegetables, and cookie:
Euzelian Sunday School Tuesday - turkey and gravy,
Class of First Baptist Church creamed potatoes, green
will have a luncheon at -.the beans, rolls, and jelly;
fellowship hall of the church at Wednesday - • taco salad,
twelve noon. mexican beans, pineapple,
and cake; Thursday_ -
13etttany Sunday School hamburger, roundabouts,.
Class of First Baptist Church peaches, and cookie;' Friday
will have -a supper _tit the - chili with sandwich,
fello'wship hall of the eirch at crackers, carrot Sticks. and
six p.m. apple.
"It don't make any dif- '
ference how rich ye get to be,
How much your chairs and
tables cost,
How great your luxury,
Home ain't a place that gold
can buy
Or get up in a minute.
Before it's home there's got
to be
A heap o'livin' in it."
So live everyday as if it were
to be your last, and give every
flying -minute-something -to-- •
keep in store, for the night is
coming when we can work no
more.
Miss Bibb
A recent party honoring
Miss Sandy Bibb, bride-elect
of Glen Culp, was a brunch
held at the Holiday Inn.
The table was overlaid with
green and white checked
gingham cloths. Individual
place mats of ruffled eyelet
were used with ruffled eyelet
napkins with red strawberry
designs. The centerpieces
were red straw strawberries
topped with red polka dot
bows.
Small pots of English ivy
marked each place. A
delightful meal of strawberry -
sour creme crepes was served
to the sixteen guests present.
The honoree was presented
with a large wooden bowl
filled with apple candles. The
hostesses were Mrs. Marshall
Garland, Mrs. Tip Miller,
Mrs. Don McCord, and Mrs.
James Payne.
During the business
meeting, with Mrs. Freeman
presiding, and Mrs. N. T. Beal
secretary pro-tern, delegates
were elected for the state
convention in Louisville, May
13, 14, and 15. Mrs. Lindsey
was chosen first delegate and
Mrs. Quertermous second.
Mrs. Bryan and Mrs. Hodges
were elected as alternates.
In honor of the officers who
had served for two years with
her, Mrs. Freeman presented
a monetary gift to the savings
account of the chapter. Mrs.
McKenzie also contributed
memorial funds for Mrs.
Ralph Woods, Cong. Frank
Albert Stubblefield and Mrs.
Henry Farris. - -
Annual gifts were endorsed
for the international peace
scholarship fund, continuing
education for mature women,
• We ' were getting our
housekeeping experience in a
little,house without electricity
or water. We did have one
luxury, a small fireplace and
plenty of wood around us.
We would have had no-fear
The menus for the lun-
chrooms at the various
sehools-- Murray -and
Calloway County have been
released by the directors
Joanna Adams, Calloway, and
Glinda Jeffrey, Murray, for
the week of March 13 to 17.
They are subject to occasional
revolving loan fund, and
Cottey College scholarship
fund.
The. devotion was given by
Mrs. William Major. Other
officers retiring with Mrs.
Freeman were: Mrs._ peel
Sturm, Mrs. Maurice
Christopher, Mrs. Major and
Mrs. A. C. LaFollette. The
annual president's letter for
State officers was read by
Mrs. Freeman. She recorded
the accomplishments of the
chapter along with joys and
sorrows experienced by the
members.
Mrs. Quertermous will,host
the "Birthday. Luncheon" of
Chapter M at her home March
18. She will be assisted by Mrs.
Morgan Sisk and the program






Donors are needed every day
at our Blood Bank
Murray Calloway Co.
Hospital Blood Bank
gf, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF BLOOD BANKS
Free For The Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
BEYOND NM BACK
They went into the
unknown and returned
with startling revelations
about life after death. CiC900
"Beyond And Back" (G)
%re Toes.
I 7:15,9:10+2:30Sat.,Sun.
"%okay And The BandW' (PG)
Dm 3/16
I 7:20,9:1030 Sat. , Sun.
"What we have here is a
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By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I am the secr,etary for a businessman
whose wife is getting on my nerves. When she phones him
at the office, and I tell her that her husband is talking on
the phone, she always asks, "How long do you think he will
be?'
Abby, how do I know how long he will be? He could say
goodbye in three seconds, or he could talk forlsalf an hour.
Please print this for a lot of other dummies who ask that
question; a million secretaries will love you for it.
SOMEBODY'S SECRETARY
• DEAR SECRETARY1 EvetYbody can use a little more
tove, but I confess that on occasion--I'VE- been -one ofthose
"dummies:.
-- -DEAR ABBY'. Do you think it is all right to speak to my
mother in the same, tone she uses when she speaks to me?
When she yells at me or gets sarcastic, and I answer her
back in the ,same tone, she slaps me right in front of my
friends. They're all afraid of her.
Before my friends come over, they ask if my mother is in
a- bad model' today.'
Please-tell-the
is afraid of? I have four more years to go before I'm old
enough to leave home, and I can hardly wait.
Miss Robin Dowdy,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. G.
Russell Dowdy, Sr., of
Murray, became the bride of
Donald F. Haggard III, son of
Dr. and Mrs. Donald F.
Haggard, Jr., of Valley
Station, on Saturday, Feb. 4,
at two p.m. at the Goshen
United ..Methodiat.... Church,
Murray.
The Rey. Julian Warren
performed the candlelight
double ring ceremony before
an arch of candles and
greenery flanked by swirls of
candles and baskets of white
gladioli.
Mimic was providedby Mrs.
Shirley Morris, organist, and
Mrs. Rita Hendley, vocalist.
• Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted by her
father and given in marriage
bytier parents, wore- aforMal
_gown_ .of white silk organza.
The Queen Ann neckline,
empire bodice, and sheper•
dess sleeves were accented
with Alencon lace. The a-line
skirt had an apron effect with
the hemline enhanced with a
-fleet( ruffle and lace whIgh
MOTHER TROUBLE
DEAR TROUBLE: "It's NOT all right to speak to your
mother in the same tone she uses to speak to you. Mothers
have problems children know nothing of, and they
' 'sometimes take esit their frustrations- on those who are
nearest and dearest to them. When mother is in a "bad
mood," try being especially patient and understanding,
because that's when she needs it the most.
DEAR ABBY: I am 5 feet 11 and weigg 230 pounds.
That's not all I'm black femolA 22 and 1477 Lgintqc
you can see why.
I try to lose weight, but I get upset about something And
start eating again. Nothing seems to help. I sit around
feeling sorry for myself, then I force myself to go out and
meet. people, but they always turn out to be the wrong
kind of people.
If you know anyone who wants a big, tall, black girl to
love, please let me know, because without love, there's no
point in living.
LONELY IN GA.
DEAR LONELY: I don't put people in i-Ouch with people
through my column, but perhaps I can help you. Being
overweight is oniy part of your problem. I don't know if
there's Am Overeaters Anonymous chapter in your town,
but if.there isn't, it would be worth taking a trip to the
nearest city that has one. And if you're not sure whether
life is worth living, please call your Suicide Prevention hot
line.
Write to me again and let me know if you've followed
these leads. I care.
Her veil of silk illusion fell
from a Queen Ann headpiece
covered with lace and tiny
seedpearls. Her jewelry was a
gold and, diamond pendant.
She carried cascade bouquet
of pink sweetheart roses and
white pixie carnations.'.
The maid of honor, Marla
Daniels, and bridesmaids,
Kith Sinter and Tammy Curd,
wore blue a-line gowns with
sheer floral capel. They wore
matching blue roses in their
hair and tarried pink
glamelias.
Attending Mr. Haggard as
best man was Jim Robeck of
Bardstown. Groomsmen were
Tom Howard of Cecilia and
Joe Chiarello of Riverside, N.
J.
Miss Catherine Hurley,
niece of the bride, kept the
bridal registry.
Reception
Following the cer4mony a
reception was held at the
Holiday Inn with Miss Kaylee
Haggard, sister of the groom,
Mrs. Penny Gardner, and
Mrs. Pamela Woods, sisters of
the bride, serving the guests.
Rice bags were distributed
by April Woods and Lisa
Who said the teen years are the happiest? For Abby's
new booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know," write
Abby: 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Enclose




in your new town.
Don't waste time wondering about a fast way to get
your bearings. Call me—your WELCOME WAGON Hostess.
When you've just moved, you're pressed for time.
And the gifts, community and business information I bring
will save your family time and money,
Let me hear from you soon.
9kerC07/14-TFk.
Kathryn Outland...";1-3079 Cathryn Garrott-753-7809 ,
%Ir. and .Mrs. Donald F. Haggard III
Gardner, nieces of the bride,
*and Annlyn Haggaril, sibleir-uf
the groom.
' The new Mr. and Mrs.
Haggard are now. at home in
Murray. She is the grand-
daughter of Mrs. Charles A.
Zeiss, the late Charles A.
Zeiss, and the late Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse Warden Dowdy, all
of Paducah. The groom's
grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Haggard, Sr., of
Jensen Beach, Fla., and the
late— Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Eversmeyer of New Orleans,
La.
Out of town guests included
Mrs. Charles A. Zeiss, Mrs.
Jim Perdew; and Mrs.
Frances Hassell, Paducah;





Miss Sheila Watson was the
honoree at a delightfully
planned bridal shower held in
the Community Room of the
North Branch of the Peoples
Bank on Tuesday evening,
Feb. 28.
The honoree, daughter of






























is the bride-elect of Dwain
Baldridge of Mt. Vernon, Ill.,
The hostesses .for the oc-
casion were Mrs. Hugh
Waldrop, Mrs. Edwin Cain,
Mrs. Thomas Jones, Mrs. Bill
Rayburn, and Mrs.- Jer'ry
Speight.
The tea table was centered
with a lovely arrangement of
yellow and white daisies.
while a matching smaller
arrangement adorned the
register table.
A second and equally en-
joyable party was given for
Miss Watson in the home of
Mrs. John _McKinney on
Tuesday eVening, MarCh7.
The hostesses were Miss
Jan Baggett, Mrs. Craig
Parker, and Miss Martha
McKinney.
Delicious refreshments-
using the St. Patrick's .Day
theme were served from a
beautifully decorated table
The honoree and her
mother, Mrs. Watson, ‘4ere
presented lovely corsagec
white carnations.
Many nice and useful cift ,,
were received on both 
casions.
Richard ft ". font,
Named, Dean..,-
Richard W. Jones, so:
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Joni' 
SouthSixteenth St:,
Murray, has been nanic
the Dean's list for the pa '
semester at the Satin 
Chase College of Law,
trim Kentucky UnivcT
Highland Heights.
Mr. Jones is married
forro.ec Vicki Ray, al,-
-stedent at the university
Mr. and Mrs. Dwayne BucV,,_
'Pry% idence; Mr. and Mrs. *.
H. Eversmeyer, Jr., Green-
wood, Miss.: Mr. and Mrs. F.
J. Schuber III, David Schuber
and Myra Meeften, New
Orleans, La.
Rehearsal Dinner
The groom's parents hosted
a rehearsal dinnei• held at the
Holiday Inn on Friday
evening, Feb. 3, Covets were
.laid . for twenty-seven guests.
.0: Mrs_ says that
she is pregnant for the first
time, and she is not yet
under the care of a physi-
cian. She wants to know
whee, she should place her
case under a doctor's care.
Also, she asks how long
she can continue to have
sex during pregnancy and
..wheivcan..she *have _inter.._
course after her baby is
delivered.
A: Congratulations on
your pregnancy. It is an





Homemakers Club held its
monthly meeting at the home
of Wanda Barrett who gave
the financial report. Each
member answered the roll call
by telling her first Valentine
present. _ _
ISebbie Shapla gave the
-to
give a donation to the Heart
Fund.
The "Mini-Vacation" lesson
was presented by Faye Ward
who discussed several points
of interest within.,s radius of
fifty miles of Murray.
- Dinah Westerman gave the
lesson on "Protecting The
Individual" and listed several
ways a person could protect
herself in the home, car, and
street.
°Mit' merObirs present 
were 'Beverly Vallee, Joyce
Houston, Janice Owens,
Wanda Henry, and Lynda
Ward. Visitors present were
Marie Wyatt, Christopher
Wyatt, and Eddie Ward.
The next meeting will be
held on Tuesday, March 14, at
Jen a.m. at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord with [oda
Ward as hostess.
life,.. in addition,, you have
the responsibility for the
health of your unborn
child. Therefore, even
though you may feel in
good health, you should
choose a physician and
place yourself regularly
under his or her care.
A history, physical ex-
--arrftnatton and labOratdry
studies done early will sup-
ply essential information
in your record and assist in
the accurate management
of your pregnancy and
delivery. For example,
your heart, blood pressure
and kidney function are
important, as well as other
facts, such as your weight.
diet and exercise habits.
Such prenatal care helps




Often, the sex drive is
increased in a woman dur-
ing pregnancy, perhaps be-
cause the usual "fear of
pregnancy is removed and
because of an Increase in 
hormones.
Although physicians
vary in their advice about
sexual intercourse, they of- -
ten tell patients it is saf
until the last month of
pregnancy. The size of the
mother's abdomen may
make the sex act mechani- •




tured during sexual excite-
ment and cause a prema-
ture onset of labor. The
-prostaglandins in the
male's ejaculated fluid is
viewed as a stimulant to
the uterus and may initiate
uterine contractions and
'early labor.
After delivery, Vaginal -
discharge is often copious
and. may show spots .of
blood. Sex should be po5t7
sponci_snedpetuuntfigil thaevedisctophaprettge
and until any. vaginal inci-
sions and tears have
healed. Therefore, it takes
about four weeks until such





Come In And Browse Around.
Complete Line Of Fabrics,
Notions And McCall &
Simplicity Patterns
Saturday 900 To 6:00
Swiday 1:00 To 1-00




Free design assistance is one of the many services offered by
McBride Interiors. Our talented decorators will help you select
furniture and accessories, coordinate carpet and drapery and
provide room diagrams for careful planning. Experience
"total" design assistance at McBride's, especially during the
Spring Designer SALE. We're more than a furniture store.
SOFAS AND CHAIRS 25 to 60 % OFF
SOFA BEDS 25% to 50% OFF
BEDROOM GROUPS 25 % OFF
DINING GROUPS 25 to 50 % OFF
LIGHT FIXTURES 50 % OFF
LAMPS 25% OFF
ACCESSORIES 25 % OFF
Pictures, Paintings, Figurines
Ashtrays, Candlesticks and more.
ACCENT PIECES 25% OFF
Consoles, Curios, Secretaries, Desks,
End Tables, Cocktail Tables, Library Tables
FREE DELIVERY Within O 100 Mi. Radiusof McBride Interiors
41,
n.
USE MCBRIDE'S Revolving Charge
„ WOODARD 8. LYON SHAW
SPRING SHOWING
25 V° OFF PATIO FURNITURE




Horses have been a part. of
Kentucky history since Daniel
Boone brought some with him
on-his 1769 hunting trip through
Cumberland Gap to the
Bluegrass.
It is recorded that Indians
made off with those first steeds,
but that was only a temporary
setback for Kentucky's equine
population.
By 1789, three years before
Kentucky was adinitted to' the,
union, F atteuht1àx rolls
recorded 9607 horses and 56
stallions. The human
popu alion numbered about 
3500.
Kent Hollingsworth, a
historian of Kentucky horse
life, described those days in
The Kentucky Th6roughbred,
one of the University of Ken-
tucky Press' series of books of
state history.
The horses of early Kentucky
"'were" riotThoroughbreds,"
%%Tote Hollingsworth, -but they
were raced, for the character of
the people -who came -to be
called Kentuckians, second
sons from Virginia and
Carolina seeking adventure,
action, fortune in free lands,
was-such that when there were 1
no Indians. to chase and no
stumps to be cleared, there
were arguments to be settled;
in Kentucky, arguments
usually were settled by a horse.
race."
Thou.gh. Kepturitins. lave,
been betting on horses since the
early days of the Republic, it
was only last year that they got
around to colIntirigriein:
The Kentucky Horse, Council
began its nose-count last spring
and will issue its first equine
census soon.
The Council is printing 6000
copies of its census. Four
thousand copies- will ga to the
-equine industry. The rest are
free to the public. Copies can be
obtained through the council at













Many Christian are confused, mainly
bytheir teachers, as to what sacrificial
love is and 'when it becomes human
abuse. Under the name of Christian and
-- -using Scripture some have caused
people to live under sub-human
regulations or what could be called
"Christian slavery." The Scriptures
never ask anyone to give up his human
will in living out his faith but rather to
transform or retune it to the will of God.
I have become aware of this dif-
ference through a study of I Corinthians
the thirteenth chapter., This is the
familiar "love" chapter. It is the love
that is best described as "Jesus' kind of
love." In the Greek it is agape) love. It
is the one way love that is always going
outward. It is sacrificial love; it is the
giving up of privileges and rights in
order to help another.
In all of the fifteen descriptions that
Paul gives of his love in this thirteenth
chapter, I *int to discuss these: "It
does not seek its own, is not provoked,
does not take- into account -a wrong
suffered, it is patient, it is kind..."
These are beautiful descriptions of
agape love, rt is what we do not see
much of in our world let alone in
churches. It would be a thing worthy of
note if business and industry of today
were run on the principle of agape love.
Vat a change there would be in family
life if this love were displayed more
often. Instead we see, from all sides,
self-seeking, impatient, unkind in-
dividuals whose love has become
abuse.
Here is the misconception and the
place where love becomes abuse.
Agape love comes from within the
individual who makes the decision as to
how he will act for the good of others.
This lifestyle becomes abuse and sub-
human when a person's will or choice is
overrun and he is compelled to act even
when he does not see his actions as
being for the good of others.
When, this happens one becomes a
victim of circumstances over which he
. has no control. God does not command
us to live in situations where human
dignity is lost. God does not expect us to
live in situations that will destroy our
personhood. When this occurs we
become non-humans to be exploited.
Only when one chooses or wills to
sacrifice of himself .for the total good of
another is he displaying agape love. •
A Roman Catholic -nun, kneeling-
beside a roadside in Palestine, *as
wiping the gangrenous sores of a leper.
An American businessman walkings.lop
exclaimed, "I wouldn't do that for a
million dollars!" Looking up she said,
"Neither would I."
The compelling force to make this
sacrifice was not the result of a
legalistic demand set on her. Even her
religious order did not demand that she
do this. She made a choice. Out of
compassion from insidt by her own will
she became involved in the life of the
leper. It would have been abuse if one
_ had been forced into such actions.
- God does not force such actions. Even
happened Jesus was in-full control of
His will, He did not have to go to
Jerusalem; he did not have to take the
whipping, mockery, nails, cross and
spear. This only points out the
magnitude of the Messiah's love. He
could have avoided the entire "mess"
of mankind. It was His pur-p-ose to fulfill
His Father's will, yet He did not have to
do it.
By His own will, Jesus Christ in His
own personhood chose to _go to,
'ffefiiiirein-an-d -safer"'abuse for the
good of others - because He loved.
Therefore it is not out of a martyr's
complex or out of abuse that Christ
died. He was fully conscious of what
this was going to accomplish and what
it would express. It accomplished the
restoration of man back to God and it
expressed the full extent of God's love
for us-agape love.
One who practices agape love may
not escape abuse; yet the practice of it
is not abusive. Agape love stands out as
an admirable trait in anyone. Agape
love is the strongest force in the world.
It is man's only hope.
Agape love is God ( I John 4:16). God
wants human abuse stopped. God asks
all Christians to join in' the ministry of
agape love for the sake of others. He
asks of us no more than He has been
willing, to do Himself.
Bible Thought
For unto you it is given in the be-
half of Christ, not only to believe on
him, but also to suffer for his sake.
Philippians 1:29
I,ngl.r wprfl,
,a( rdir o• . v‘illiriv,f




As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger . & ,Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the': state and federal elected -
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through: the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121. .
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Waiter D. Huddleston
3327 ,Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C.-20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4-107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 751-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General .
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
%4-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort,. Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators
serving Calloway County are:
Sen. 'Richard Weisenberger •
Route 7
Mayfield. Ky. 4206
Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
!.. ...7Arist7TIttri.Off -MC g' Ctailecirtalbe 4 DT S. "rd Street1
- Matigr of Ws sacrifice, He was abused Mw-ray, K Y742071
and killed bythe Jews. Although this-
Look out .your window. folks, a
valuable natural resource in disap-
pearing. Yes, I know you probably
haven't flOtieed it. People-seldom-do: -
One day it is there and the next thing
you know, zappo, it's gone.
Our natural resource, sadly to say, is_
going the way of the'dodo bird, 25
cent a gallon gasoline and the $50 a
month electric bill -
When- the- natural resource does
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Dale Nanny, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Nanny of Murray. Route One
an a junior a ...urr y
placed second in the mile event at the
Mason-Dixon Track Meet held at
Louisville. -
Deaths reported include Harold
Stanbul Arnold, age 65, and Charles
Steven Mauzy.
Mrs. C. C. Lowry of Murray has been
elected as one of our directors of the
Kentucky' Division of United Nations
Association of the United States of
America at its first meeting held at
Frankfort. -
The Calloway County Homemakers
Clubs and the Murray Woman's Club
are cooperating on a special defensive
driving and, driver training projects.
'Pictured at a meeting are Mesdames
Don Keller, Barletta Wrather, Alton
Cole' Golffia -Curd, Robert Boitriotc,
Max Hurt, John Tom Taylor, and
Gussie Geurin, and Murray Police
Chief Brent Manning.
Paducah Tilghman beat Symsonia to
win the First Regional Basketball
Tournament.
20 Years Ago -• r.
Named to the All Tournament Team
of the Fourth .District Basketball
Tournament held at the Murray State
College Sports Arena were Joe Dan
Gold, J. D. Garnmel, and -Paul Dailey,
Benton; Jimmy Lampley and Jerry
Hall, North Marshall; Rodney Warren,
Lynn Grove; Dennis Jackson, Douglas;
Eugene Rowland and J. W. Willoughby,
New Concord; Billy Rogers, Murray
Training. North Marshall beat Benton
to be district champion.
Evelyn Bradley, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. C. J. Bradley, is enrolled in the
Graduate School of Arts and Science at
Washington University., St. Louis, Mo.
Officers of the Almo Junior' 44f Club
include Patricia Jones, ,Diane Beale,
and Elmo Thornton. -
Births reported include a boy, Robert
Grant, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert ,Dan
Black on March 8.
"The Hunchback of Notre Dame"
starring Gina Lollobrigida and Anthony
Quinn is showing at the Varsity
Theatre.
30 Years Ago
Albert Brigham Futrell has been
appointed as highway patrol officer for
the counties of Calloway, Trigg," and
Marshall. He succeeds 011is Warren
who held the position for three' years.
The Murray Chamber of Commerce
still has for sale plates for cars
publicizing "Murray, Birthplace of
Radio."
The Calloway County Parent-
Teacher Association will have its
spring conference at Hazel High School
on March 18, according to Mrs. Ottis
Patton, county president.
Members of the cast of the play,
"Good Gracious Grandma" to be
presented March 16 by the Sophomore
class of Lynn Grove High School in-
clude Clifton Coleman, Bobby Eaker,
Isabel Kelso, Jerlene Lassiter, Janet
Key, Felix Darnell, Jackie Myers,
Hurrel B. Howard, Rachel Brandon,
and Hyland Darnell.
Nellie Mae Marshall, Patty Joyce
Burkeen, Jean Futrell, Nita Jane Allen,
Mary Kathryn Smith, Charles Starks,
Franklin Jones,. June Bk:Olop, Euple
Burkeen, Youlanda McClure, Junior
Cleaver, Billy Ray Robert.4,11nd Anne
Crouse are cast members of the play,
• • And' Sis. 41 New York,"- to-b9,
preset-AM-by-The se e-ellms 'Of-





disappear, all we'll have to remember
it by will be a few faded photographs,
and the memories when we open our
'Teeter-W.& a bag`ofirozen peas. -
That valuable natural resource is our
snow.
Remember when it was deeper than
the tops of your best slippers?
Remember when you could look out
your window and all you could see was
acres and acres of white blanketing the
countryside?
Remember the excitement of getting
up .in the morning, knowing there was
five new inches °Lwow on the ground
and if you played your cards right, you
could wrangle a day off by telling the
boss you couldn't get out of the
driveway?
the-
anxiety, heart throbbing, pulse pum-
ping excitement of driving on ice caked
highviays, where a foolish move could
be your last before careening into a
ditch?
And all the/stories-the slipping into
ditches, being pushed out, the good
samaritanisn Never was there a lack
of conversati topic-What's the latest
weather report? For the kids, those
were the fun filled times away from
school knowing if you missed just
enough days the governor and state
school boarcrwould knock off 10 days.
And, ah, the snow, mounds and
mounds-of it, stretching as far as the
eye cOuld see. We hactplenty of it. Or so
we thought. But, we've abused it, put
MIL-fried-TRIED To get rid of it:
I pause to wipe a tear from my
typewriter.
Now...it...is practically gone.
I for one shudder at the thoughts of
seeing- this vAluabletnatural resource
disappear, unused. What we need is a
"Save Our Snow" campaign before it is
too late.
My plan to "Save Our Snow" is
simply. Go out into your yard, your
field, wherever you see a patchrt-snow
still lingering. Take a bucket, any
container that will hold over a gallon.'
Shovel some of the frozen water. Bring
it back to your home and store it in the
freezer or the freezer portion of your
refrigerator.
By scooping up the precipitation,
you'll be part of the drive to save our
natural resource.
That -simple act will show that you
indeed care about this natural resource
that's almost gone.
Bat, simple locking up some of the
.: precious commodity in the freezer is
not all there is to my "Save Our Snow"
drive.
The second phase of my "Save Our
Snow" cmpaign comes in the hottest
part of the .upcoming summer, when
you're sweating, basking in sultry
humidity, with predictions of power
blackouts and talk of water rationing,
when everything is wilting on the vine,
those of us who had foresight enough
can have a mass gathering.
And get this...we'll have our snow.
Yes, that precious snow that's disap-
pearing out there.. .And -in a crowd
gathered for the special occasion, we'll
have our own little snowstorm in the
middle of July or August or whatever
the case may be...
And we'll say, "See! We told you so!
SSSPPPUttttuuutttUtuuutttttt.
Now get out there and "Save Our
Snow!"
Murray Ledger & Times
Publisher, , .... . . Walter I Apperson
Editor  . R. Gene McCutcheon
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Christ-
mas Day. New Year's Day, and Thanksgiving by
Mirray Newspapers, Inc.. 103 N. 4th St..
Murray, Ky 42071. Second Class Postage Paid at
Murray, Ky 42171.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served by
carriers, $2.50 per month, payable in advance
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Har-
din, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky.. and
Paris. Buchanan and Puryear, Tn., 917.50 per
year. By mail to other destinations, 0250 per
year.
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association,
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
republish local news originated by The Murray
Ledger & Times as well as all other Al' news.
TEI.EPRONE NUMBERS
Businests Office ................... 753-191.
Classified Advertising , . . . . 753-1916
Display t,,tdygrtising . . . 753-1919
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. The Promise
The-Holy Spirit is a divine Person,
and not a mere influence. Thinldng of
Him as a cievine Person, which He is,
our thought will be, "How can the Holy
Spirit get hold of me and use me?"
The Coming of 
the Holy spirit
Acts 2:1-4
On the fiftieth day after the Feast of
the Passover, the 120 disciples were
together in one place - the upper room
in Jerusalem, and with one spiritual
purpose. When God's appointed time
- forkthe out pouring of the Holy Spirit
arrived, in fulfillment of His promise,
the Holy Spirit descended upon those
assembled believers, took possession or
control of them to such an extent that
they throbbed with His sympdthies,
--spolie-Ris-theaghtscand--oonfenned-to-
His vrill.
Among the various evidences of the
Holy Spirit's presence was an audible
one - "suddenly there came, a sound
from heaven as of a rushing, mighty
wind, an-dif lined all the-Wuse where
they were sitting." This sound ,from
heaven resembled a violent wind being
borne along, somewhat like a tornado.
There was also a visible sigfrj---there
appeared unto the discipler divided
tongues which resembled fire, and one
sat upon the head of each present. This
was the visible evidence that each of
them had received the Holy Spirit, and
that He possessed and Controlled them.
Another supernatural manifestation
on that day was the speaking in foreign
languages, other than the ones which
they had learned and used previously.
Immediately after the Spirit filled the
believers and they "Began to speak
with other tongues," those present
understood what they said. This
miraculous gift indicated the fact that
our Loii. wantedtlis gospel-to- be-
preached in every language of the
world. The preaching of the gospel is
always much- more effective when




the people Acts 2:26-42
The Holy Spirit used Peter's
memorable, scriptural, logical,
pointed, personal and persuasive
--sermoolo-pierce, as with-akartew, the
evil hearts of his hearers and made
them deeply conscious of their terrible
guilt. Convinced of the truth of his
message, convicted of their guilt, and
fulfilled witb fear of the wrath of God,
the Jews cried out: "Men and brethren,
what shall we do?" Peter commanded -
them to repent and to be baptized in the
name of Christ. To these Jews repen-
tance meant to change their minds
about Chirst, to admit their guilt in
rejecting Him, and to receive Him as
their Saviour. Having been cleansed
from their sins because of their
---Metitaii-de--totaardrtaid=iinf
Christ, they were to express that
cleansing symbolically by heing
baptized. After Christ Dad saved them,
they gladly submitted to baptism as an
evidence of their faith in Him and as an
act of loving obedience to .
In the act of scriptural baptism the
believer announces to all witnesses
there of that he has truly repented ottELS
sins, that he has died to sin, that his
previous life of sin has been buried, and
that henceforth, in the ample strength
which is to be imparted to him by the
Holy Spirit, he fully intends and expects
to live a life of Christian fruitfulness to
the glory of God.
Approximately 3,000 repented of their
sins and believed on Christ as their •
Savior. As soon as Christ had saved
- them, they gladly submitted to baptism
as an evidence of their faith in Christ
and of their loving obedience to Him.
As new church members, they
remained steadfast in thethings of the
Lord, gladly accepted instructions from
the apostles, and promptly put tine into
practice. A faithful teaching ministry,
such as they had inthe first church in





NEW YORK (AP) - In a mood of
resentment an high morality,
Congress last December made it a
criminal offense for an American
company to pay foreign officials for
preferential treatment.
Neil Jacoby, former member of the
Council of Economic Advisers, thinks
we might have blundered in so doing.
Already, he says, there are signs that
America has placed itself at a com-
petitive disadvantage.
American engineering firms, for
example, have already reduced their
participation in big Mideast con-
struction projects. And at least one
Today In History
company has decided to manufacture
abroad rather than export.
-If as a consequence. Ainfrican firma,
lost 5 percent of their business it would
mean a loss of $6 billion," he said. "If
each $50,000 of lost business costs
$50,000, that means 120,000 jobs lost."
Does Jacoby, therefore, approve of
unethical behavior? No more than do
Peter Nehemkis and Richard Eels, fel-
low professors who helped him produce
a new volume, "Bribery and Extortion
in World Business."
- Nehemkis, who like Jacoby teaches
at the University of California„ Los
Angeles, and Eels, a corporate
specialist at Columbia University,
believe an error was made in criminal-
izing the behavior.
They make an enormous distinction
which they claim Congress and the
media amost ignored: Most of the
payments, they say, were made
because of the initiative of foreigners,
not of American businessnien.
The payments were, simply, more a
result of extortion than of bribery, the
authors say, and they maintain the .
distinction makes a world of difference,
a difference that Congress and the
media almost ignored.
To criminalize such activities, they
say, leaves the problem largely
unresolved, or if resolved, resolved to
the detriment of all Americans.
A more effective aproach, they say,
would be to insist that corporations
closely audit and monitor the actions of
their employes and agents, keeping
precise records and scrutinizing them.
As the authors see it, foreign
- governments, for their part, should
adhere to responsible behavior to in-
vestments, reduce administrative
discretion and spell 'Out their laws and
enforce them.
If American business is to be
protected from illegal demands by .
foreigners, therefore, the White House
has an obligation to put the State
Department to work, Jacoby continued.-
Washington„ however, has given
littleattention to this role.
Of Sen. William Proxmire, the
Wisconsin Democrat who strongly
supported the new law, Jacoby com-
mented tersely: "He doesn't know what
it's all about. He had criticism also for
Treasury Secretary Michael
Blumenthal.
BlumenthaPs attitude, said Jacoby,
is that all American business need do is,
make a good product and it won't have
to worry. Why then, he asks, did
Blumenthal's former company, the .
Bendix Corp., pay $600,000?
Isn't It The Truth
Show me a man who never has had
his face slapped by a woman and I will
, , a, -rnorist AiD Rogers. - young. ' '. •
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, March 10, the 69th
day of 1978. There are 296 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
" On this date in 1876, the first clear
telephone call was made when
Alexander Graham Bell summoned his
assistant from another room in Bell's
house in Boston, saying: "Come here,
Watson, I want you."
On this date:
In 1785, Thomas Jefferson was named
the U.S. minister to France, succeeding
Benjamin Franklin.
In 1848, the U.S. Senate ratified a
treaty ending the Mexican war.
In 1864, Ulysses Grant was named
commander in chief of Union forces in
the Civil Var.
- In 1941, President Franklin Roosevelt
signed the LendLease Act, providing
for the transfer of military equipment
to the Allies in World War II.
In 1945, U.S. bombers began their
first incendiary raids on Japan, setting
fire to a vast area of Tokyo.
In 1969, in Memphis, Tenn., James
Earl Ray pleaded guilty to the
assassination of Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr.
Ten years ago: Rebellious prisoners
released four hostages unharmed after
a night of rioting that left much of
Oregon State Penitentiary in smoulder-
ing ruins.
Five years ago: Tornadoes and heavy
rain tore through Texas, killing five
people and destroying or damaging
hundreds of homes in eight cities and
towns.
One year ago: The public 'reacted
with vehemence against the Food and
Drug Administration announcement
that saccharin would be banned be-
cause it was suspected of causing
cancer.
Today's birthday: Queen Elizabeth's
fourth child, Prince Edward,ris 14 years
old.
Thought far today: There iS nothing
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SEC Decides To Bring Back
Post-Season Cage Tournament
By ED SHEARER -
SAVANNAH, Ga. (AP)
"It's a great idea, it'll be a
financial success and give the
league some added ex-
posure," said John Guthrie,
Georgia's basketball coach.
.Cuthrie4-r-eaetion was to
Thursday's vote by the
Southeastern- Conference to
conduct a post-Season
basketball tournament for the
first time in27 years.




by- the failure of the SEC to
land a second team in the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association Tournament.
"When I came down here, I
best had -a 50-50 chine,'said
H. Boyd McWhorter, com-
missioner of the SEC. "But
after the NCAA tournament
, selections were made Sunday,
I couldn't-find-much sentiment
to the contrary."
The approval went through
on a- voice- vote without 
dissent, McWhorter said.
The tournament will be held
at the end of the 1978-79
season, with the winner
representing the conference in
the NCAA championships. The
the winner of that series wil)
be recognized as the con-
ference basketball champion.
The site, date and format for
the tournament will be in the
bands of .a special committee
to be named-- later- -by :the-
commissioner, • subject to
approval of the league's
executive committee.
The confesence also ap-
proved _ _ a controversial
proposal to deny the
distribution of revenue from
football telecasts and bowl
games to teams under san-
ctioned probation by the
NCAA or the conference.
As far as I know, no other
major conference has taken
this step," McWhorter said.
`Ic-Ozitia-effe-Cti4Tie
but will not
apply, to any member that
might face probation as a
result of informal inquiries
already under way by the
NCAA. Auburn has bans
notified by the NCAA that
such an inquiry is.in progress.
McWhorter Said that based. ,
on last year's revenues the
rule could cost a school about
1240,000.
Th,e conference rejected a
proposal to permit 55 rather
than the current 50 baseball
PtATING AT CENTRE - Nary Ane littleten, wIllklifolod for
the Merry/ Nigh girls last season, is playing this year at Cen-
tre College in Denali. She had averaged three points per
gam through the first 13 games this season.
legislation giving an athlete
who does not participate as a
freshman four more years of
eligibility. The conference will
submit to the next NCAA
meeting a proposal to repeal
the rule.
Sports Deals








McCarver, catcher, to a two-
year contract and Todd Cruz,
_shortstop,
PITTSBURGH- PIRATES-
Signed Omar Moreno, Alberto
Lois and Oswaldo Olivares,
outfielders. Signed Chuck
Tanner, manager, to a second
two-year contract, extendin




of Chet Lemon, center fielder,
from two to four years.
MILWAUKEE
BREWERS- Signed Eduardo
Rodriguez and Bill Castro,
pitchrs and Ed Romero, in-
fielder.
OAKLAND A'S-Signed
Wayne Gross, third baseman,















the resignation of Mark
  Winters head basketball coach
and Jim Rogers wrestling
coach.
KENYON COLLEGE-
Named Thomis F. McHugh
head football coach.
Games Set
ANAHEIM 1AP) - The
California Surf of the North
American Soccer League,
with a roster dominated by
American players, begins a
series of four exhibition
games against the Seattle
Sounders tonight at Renton,
Wash.
The Surf and Sounders will
play again Sunday at
Bellingham, Wash., next
Friday at La Mirada, Calif.,
and March 19 at Mission Viejo,
Calif.
Bring in the coupon below and receive the discount
specified for the service work you want. The coupon
can be used for one job or a combination of the jobs
listed.
Spring is jug around the corner and we want your
car ready when you're ready.
—PURDOM MOTORS COUPON—
MOO
IF Discount On Engine Tune-Up
$200
w Discount On Brake Job
520° Discount On Oil Change & Lob.
$100
IF Discount On Air Conditioning Service
PURDOM
'Saddled Customers Are Our
Main Concern"
1406 West Nil.. 753-5315
Raymonds Says Warriors Not
Looking Past Opening Game
B STEVE HERMAN
t DOWT-Wittlr-Ir=lalinrIffultor fink I SO
Catherine Shown "ithile Jill Hart (34) and Tames Siemens
(20) of Lowe: defend se the. play. Lowes took a 64-45 win to just going to g0 down (there
record their 25th win of the sermon. and play whoever we have to,
and kick the hell out of them."
Our overall game-is better
than last year ( when the
Bowling
StandingsRing Until September
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) - "Leon
Spinks is commission-
officially hurt. Regardless, he
won't fight until September.
And he won't fight in
Bophuthatswana. •
That's the heavyweight
story ... at least for today.
When, the new' champion
does fight, it looks like his
opponent will be Muhammad
Ali, but Bob Arum, who has a
promotional rope around
Spinks, says Ken Norton still
is a possible opponent.
Meanwhile, the World
Boxing Association has given
a green light to a Spinks-Ali
rematch even though in its
latest rankings it rates Ali No.
3 ---Challengerbehind Norton
and Jimmy Young. The rival
World Boxing Council, which
has ruled Spinks must sign by
April 7 to fight Norton by July
7 or be stripped of title
recognition, ranks Ali No. 2
behind Norton. -
The Nevada State Athletic
Commission announced
Thursday that effective
Wednesday night Spinks has
been suspended for 90 days
beca-use.of a rib injury three
Las Vegas physicians say he
suffered before the Ali fight.
At almost the same time,
Arum said that because of
outside pressure Spinks will
not fight in the new African
nation of Bophuthatswana.
Johnny Mangiaracina,
executive officer of the
Nevada commission, a
member of the World Boxing
Council, said the 90-day
, suspension was doe to, a
cartilage injury to a rib on
Spinks lower left side.
The injury was scoffed at by




physician for the Nevada
cOmm ssion, checked with Dr.
A.H. Rudnick, one of three
doctors who examined Spinks
before the Ali fight and said
that the fighter had a rib in-
jury. One of the other doctors.
Elias Ghaneirn, called it a
nuisance injury.
"Dr. Romeo acted in saying
he cannot fight for 90'days and
he has to clear with tlm-,




would not affect the WBC ed1( t
for a Spinks-Norton fight by
July 7. But Aruni, who ha'
promotional rights to Spunk'
next three fights,said the NIAn.
champion will not fight ag
until September. - -
As for the disappearance '
13ophuthatswana from t
fight scene, Arum also satr!
"As a result of discussion v.
representatives of t
Organization of African.Cn:46
at the United Nations and v.
officials of the Nation
Association for the Ad‘;((
cement of Colored People:1' :
Rank will not hold beiwf
Leon Spinks and Muharnn,,,
All Bophuthatswana:'*
111 1te13111112c.. with
spirit of the spirit of the
General Assembly. resolution
which denies the in-
dependence of the
Bophuthatswana created by
South Africa, the fight will be
moves' to an indeperidrnt
African country,"
Arum said other' sites
outside Africa were not ruled
out. . .
Pro Cage Standings




W L Pct. GB
Phila 44 -20 688 -
N York 35 30 538 9b2
Boston 24 37 393 181/2
Buffalo 22 41 349 21'2
































Port 53. 12 .815
Phnix 41 25 .621
L.A. 34 29 .540
Seattle 35 30 .538
Gldn St 30 34 .469
Thursday's Games
Indiana t12, Detroit 105
Phoenix 112, Chicago 103
Friday's Gaines
Cleveland at Buffalo
=New Orleans at New Jersey
Boston at Philadelphia
Portland at Atlanta
Denver at Kansas City
Golden State at Milwaukee
Washington at Houston
New York at Indiana
Chicago at Los Angeles
Saturday's Games
New Jersey at New York
Washingtornat San Antonio
Seattle at 'Houston
-- Los Angeles at Phoenix
Sunday's Games
Philadelphia at Boston




Cleveland at Indiana -
Golden State at Kansas City














• Tar Heels Lead -
GREENSBORO, N.C. I Al' (
- North Carolina leads other
Atlantic Coast Conference
schools in this year's com-





finishing no worse than third
any of the five winter
sPOrts, leads the Carmichael
Cup competition for overall
PPrtS.acet!ievement in the
oriferent 
The Tar- Heels tallied 29
()oints out of a possible 35
luring the 'winter sports
season and have a total of 45
Zoing intutha.sliOng schedule,
aCOVrding to opattatsrp„. -
AP Sports Writer
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) -
Hank Raymonds did e bit of
grumbling after Marquette
was seeded in the Seine
Mideast Regional tournament
with No. 1 KentirckY, but he
promises—his thtrIT-aril.ied
Warriors -are smart enough
not to look past that first
game."
A meeting with Kentucky's
""WITdCats i‘13nictriot occur Innit
next Thursday's -Regional
semifinal 'at Dayton, -but
Marquette's first game in
defense of. its NCAA cham-
pionship is this Saturday,
when the Warriors play Miami
University.
Big Ten champ Michigan
.Sta1e„.7.3-4 and ranked sixth, _
plays uniate-d FrOsvidente, 24.
7, in the Sicond game,
regionally televised ( NBC ) at
2 p.m. EST) at Indianapolis
Market Square Arena.
"You know, North Carolina
ad the toughest route to the
finals last year, and they
made it," said Raymonds,
noting the orVerilt frerig o
the MicleaSt Regional*. '`We're
Magic Tri
. Bowling League
Team , W L
Dennison Mint 57 31
Thurman Furniture ... . 53 35
Peoples Bank 52 36  
Beauty Box 494 384
Murray Ins 48 40
Paradise Kennels .  43 45
Dixie land Center 424 474
Personality Beauty Shop, AO 48
Bank ol Murray 39 49
Hawaiian Tropic 38 '50
Rose's 36 52
• Jerry's Restaurant 31 57
High Team Game ?' SC1
Beauty Box 834
Beauty Box 762
Dennison Hunt .  775
High Team Game HC
Dennison Hunt . . 1017
Beauty Box .....
Murray Ins " 1008
High Team Series {:Sc
Beauty Box 2331
Damson Hunt 2229
'Thurman Furniture .  2196





1114helene Met:anon_ - 199
Wanda Brown .
Wanda Brown  188
High Ind Game YHC1
Debbie Nance ISO
Ethelene McCallos 234 -
Lorraine Maggard 223




High Ind. Series HC
Debbie Nance ..
Bonnie Mohundro 649
Wanda Brown . . 639
High Averages
Lois Smith 165









Warriors under Al McGuire,' addition of 64opt-8 freshman
beat North Carolina 67-59 for
the championship),'''
Raynionds said. "We have a
better understanding of what
we're trying to do. The kids
know they're good, but they're
arm o nson, a trs - earn
All-Big Ten and third-learn-
All-American pick, is
unabashedly shooting for the
national. championship. "And
that's everyone's ultimate ,
not real cocky."- - -goal...whether they admit it or -- --
Marquette is. .24-3 for the not."
season. Last year, the Asist as-the tournament. he
Warriors were 25-7, the worst said, "you have to understand
everfor an NCAA champion. there are 54) lhactlucbsaninbecaotlleugse
Miamt_t_1771). led by Archie
ATrldgae with a 21-point tutIchliaknecteo,,think we have a
average, earned its berth as good 
Mid-American Conference
champion. And-that distinc- - College Scores
tion has usually been the kiss
of death against Marquette. By The Associated Press
In five of the last seven TOURNAMENTS
years, Marquette has knocked, NIT -
MAC learns out of NCAA First Round
tourney play_la-lact,-MAG-.-, -Betroit-r-94;.---Vatt-Rowinten-- -
teamS have never beaten the wealth 86
Warriors- in - 'OA-Seaton Rutgers 72, Army70 -
games.,
"As far as playing
Marquette, that's just the way
it goes,", said Mien)! Coach
Darrell Iredric.
Providence Coach - Dave
Gavitt is just happy to be in
fife tOiiinament.
geta bid, that means
you're one of the 32 best teams
in the country," said Gavitt.
"You're grateful just to get
into the NCAA tournament.
You know.when-you get there,
you're not going to be playing
anyone easy. Michigan State
won't be easy."
Jud Heathcote, whose
second season at Michigan
State was made im-
measurably easier with the
[samples:
Suits - Reg. $tli
NOW $46
Sport& oats - Reg. Si,";
NOW $26
Friday's Games
Temple, 22-4, at Texas, 72-5
Fairfield, 22-4, at Dayton, 
184
Illinois, State, 24-3, at
Indiana State. 21-8
South Carolina, 16-11, at








St. Catherine, Ky 85, Norfolk
83
So Union, Ala 60, Oakland
City, Ind 56
Slacks - Reg. S20
NOW $8
Dress Shirts - Reg. $t;
NOW $6
Jeans - Reg. $18 NOW $7.20
"Fashion, Quality and Reasonable Prices!"
Next Door To University Book Store
Plenty of Free Parking on Saturdays
•PLUMBING•ELECTRICAL•PLUMBING•ELECTRICAL0PLUMBING•ELECTRICAL•
Pickens






Catering To All Your
Plumbing & Electric Needs E
904 Arcadia 753-6822
PLUIPINGt El4TRIICALs PLUM BING* EtECIR ICAL!, PLUM9-ING stiECTR I CAL Gi.
BIG 11*
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CINDY SMITH of Lewes gees up high to shoot while Tone
Alexander of Hie Tigers defends end Catherine Simmons tries
up ToTthicieVound position:lourtiolly 
Smith is Rhyso Griffith of .the rigors.
'Stuff Photos by My Smile.)
BOUNCE PASS - Lowe Gourley (15) of the Illoodevils fires a
bounce pass by Catherine Simmons of the Tigers sifter being
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50c OFF
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Ledger & Times Sports Editor
On the way to Mayfield, the
van carrying the Murray High
girls' basketball team to the
First Region Tournament
quit. Fortunately, the Tiger
girls found other tran-
sportation and arrived' for
their Thursday semifinal
game with Lowes.
And on the way to what
certainly appears a berth in
the state tourney, .Lowes also
was the play of Smith that
finally broke the game open
early in the 'fourth period -  -
Lowes led 43-31 going into
the last period but freshman
center Tonya Alexander hit on
a rebound to close the gap to 10
points. Then after Simmons
hit a free throw,,Srnit„h 
scoredon a length-of-the-court pass
and it was 46-33. 
,
Murray missed a shot and
Smith grabbed the rebound
and fired a long pass to
midcourt where Laura
had a breakdown as their 
Gourley drove for the basket.
high-powered offensive 
She was fouled on the play and
machine was heldin check 
free throwc Then
Smith iced it with a three-
High. 
half the game by .Murray _ 'point play off the break and
But in the end, the 
Lowes led 51-33 with 542 left
in the game. Murray could
unavoidable happened and - -7—eonie um 14 poi', 
Lowes got its fast brew(
working to perfection while
the Tigers simply ran out of
gas  and wound up on the short
end of a 64-45 score.
Actually., the . final margin
doesn't really `give an in-
dication as to how well the
Tigers played. In an earlier
meeting at Murray, Lowes
won by 33 points. But at that
time, the Tigers were playing
poorly.
Lowes was by no means
over-confident when they
came into the game. It was
just that a bunch of young
ladies from Murray High
played their hearts out and
managed to keep the game
close until the superior talent
and depth took its toll.
Murray tried a little of
everything to contain Lowes.
The Tigers started out with a
triangle in two and put junior
guard Jaina Washer as the
man-to-man chaser on
Tammie Simmons of Lowes.
It worked to an extent.
Simmons was held in check
but-Deana Hart-was left open
and did a lot of damage to Ow, key situations and couldn't hit
Tigers in the first half under the bucket when-we needed it.
the offen-TiVe boards.
Then in the second half, the
Tigers tried 'the defense 'on
Hart. Lowes simply went to
another one of its outstanding
players, Cindy Smith. And it
Regional Picks
Tonight's Games
Murray vs. LONE OAK by
14




,By The Associated Press
Thursday's Games
Boston 6, Detroit 0, 5 in-
nings, rain
Milwaukee 4, Chicago"( N) 2
Cleveland 5, San Francisco
4, 10 innings
New York (A) vs.- Texas,
ppd., rain
Houston vs. Atlanta, ppd.,
rain
San Diego 4, Seattle 3
California 4, Oakland 1
Friday's Games
Minnesota vs. Houston, at
Cocoa, Fla.
Montreal vs. Atlanta at
Daytona Beach, Fla.
Philadelphia vs. Toronto at
Diuuledin, Fla. -
Kansas City vs. Texas at
Pompano Beach, Fla.
Pittsburgh vs. Chicago A)
at Sarasota, Fla.
Cleveland vs. San Francisco
at Phoenix, Ariz.
Milwaukee vs. Chicago ( N)
at Scottsdale, Ariz.
Seattle vs. San Diego at
Yuma, Ariz.
Oakland vs. California at
Palm Springs, Calif.
Los 4ngeles vs. New York




Toronto vs. Philadelphia, at
Clearwater, Fla.
Montreal vs. Houston, at
Daytona Beach, Fla.
Texas vs. Kansas City, at
Fort Myers, Fla.
Detroit vs. Minnesota, at
Orlando, Fla.
St. Louis vs. New York (N),
at St. Petersburg, Fla.
Los Angeles vs. Atlanta, at
West Palm Beach, Fla.
Chicago (A) vs. Boston, at
Winter Haven, Fla.
Cleveland vs Milwaukee, at
Sun City, Ariz.
Oakland vs. San Diego, at
Yuma, Ariz.
Seattle, vs. California, at
the rest of the way.
"We gave it everything we
had," Tiger coach Rick Fisher
said. 
"They just came out and
had a better second half than
we did," he added, _
The spark for that sebond
half effort came in the final
Seconds of the second period.
Lowes led 23-22 but Deana
Hart hit from 15 feet then at
the buzzer, Susan Geveden
scored on a rebound for a 27-22
edge.
Murray scored the first
basket of the second half as
Rhysa Griffith put back in a
missed shot but Lowes out-
pointed, Murray 8-2 in the next
four minutes and built-4 -a 37-
26 cushion to break the game
open somewhat before the last
quarter explosion.
Murray raced to a 6-2 lead
early in the game and the last
Tiger lead was 10-9.
"We stayed with them until
their physical size and depth
took over," Fisher said. "Plus
'we had seine had turnovers in
"Lowes is a great club and
they are definitely the team to
beat here. We felt like if we
could stay close, we might get
them in the end with our press
the way we did Marshall
County and Calloway County
in the district.
"But we had to go to our
press a little too soon. Our
girls never did give up. They
always felt they had a chance
to win.
"We won the district
championship and that's
something nobody can take
from us. We came back from
the dead.
"At one point, we were 2-6
but we wound up winning eight
of our last 10 games. I'm super
proud of this group. They've
been very coachable and
they've went into all the
. games with good attitudes,"
Fisher added.
-Smith scored 21 points to
pace Lowes while Simmons,
limited to only two field goals,
added 10 free throws to finish




came through with a beautiful
performance and had 15
points, many of them power
moves to the basket through
heavy traffic in the lane.
Alexander added 12 points
and Rhysa Griffith along with
Jaina Washer scored eight.
Griffith, showing some fine
offensive play, had one of her
best gfmes ot the season.
Lowes outrebounded
Murray only 49-45.
-We were in foul trouble in
the second half and had to play
our, little people and Lowes
began to hurt us on the boards
in the third quarter. Another
factor was that we- had
Washer playing man-to-man
and we worked her pretty
hard defensively, which may
have taken some of her of-
fense away.
"I felt Griffith had one of
her best games and Simmons
played an outstanding game.
She gbt better with every
game she played. Also,
Alexander did real well under
the boards and there's not
many freshmen who can play
as strong as she did against
Lewes.
"We're losing two fine
players off this club, Krista
Russell and Marlene Farrell. I
really hate to see Marlene go.
palms, rings, Calif. She's the kind of person who
Baltimore vs. ,..T•re.; York reallY ed-r-erv Ed The Rad-Of--
4i at Fort Lauderdale, Fir. 11.46"4 49-.4wor the. •kolK
• _ -• A
half. We're really going to
miss her.
-But we'have a lot of good,
young players returning next
year and we're looking for-
ward to -coming back and
giving it another try," Fisher 
addfd._
Murray ends with an 11-9
record while Lowes will carry
a 415-2 mark ire Saturday's
championship 'battle with
Carlisle County.
fg ft pt ip
Washer 3 2 5
Farrell  1 0 5 2
.Alerancler 6 0 3 12
Simmons 6 3 4 15
Griffith 3 2 5 I
Jackson 0 0 3 0














ZS 1 15 64
12 10 14-4
15 12 1 21-64
SUPER GAME - Catherine Simmons, who seemed to play
better with moth gems, gees to the inside to seers we of her
15.points in the Tigers:. semifinal Jou to Low's. Others in_tho
picture are Cady Smith (30), MN Hart (34) end Marlene Farrel
(21).
LOWES SPARKPLUG - Cindy Smith (30) provided the spark
for Lowes in their win over Murray High as she went on
second half ranipege and took charge on the boards at both en-
ds. Here, she goes 119 to *Of while freshman Tonyo _
der of Murray defends.
PAGLIA! S CLOSED?
Yes, we're sorry too.
But We Will Be Closed
March 13, 148 15
But Only To Remodel
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a
HOW DO YOU CALL IT? - It's hard to tell whether or not
Felicia Pinner of the takers is making contact with this Carlisle
County player under the beards. However, Pinner was whistled
for the foul, her fifth of the gams.
GOOD FUNDAMENTALS - Rose Ross displays her good fun-
damentals as she goes in on the left side of the basket and
puts up the shot with the left band. Ross made the bucket and
wound op with 19 points in the game. Defending is Cindy Ram-
bo of the Comets.
(ROI Photos by Me Iteneell)
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
It seems that in almost
every game the Calloway
County High School girls'
basketball team played over
the second half of the season,
the-Ixdrirrwould-steore-letr
points from the free throw line
than the Other team.
And in just about every one
of those games, the Lakers
came out on -the short end of
the score. It wasn't that the
Lgkers were shouting poorly
from the free throw line, it
was just their aggressive play
-kept them In lou troutote
they never shot as much from
. the line as the other team. 
The means changed
Thursday night at the First
Region •Toar-nament at
Mayfield. But the end was the
same.
In the semifinal of the
regional against a good
Carlisle County team, the
Lakers had more free throw
chances but wound up on the pe6p1e..me Miters kept- the game, Miller soored-on yet
short end of a 60-55 score and battling hack, though the odds -another putback and was
thus ended their season. , were just too great to over- 
Comets. 
a Ra57-5m5bo de 
one 
olead for the
From the field, Calloway come. ,With 1:34 left in the 
 
County outpointed .Carlisle gamn, Carlisle County, led 55- two' from the line with 34





went to the line for 27 free
throws and connected on 'V-. Prep Cage Scores that just missed. -
Meanwhile, the Lakers were The hall was, tied up on the
rebound battle but the Lakershaving an atrocious night and Ky Girls Prep Bkb,
managed to make only 11 of By The Associated Press
l. -IrRIu
"Any time a team hits like Lowes 64 Murray 45
they do from the free throw Carlisle Co 60 Calloway Co
le Hot From
s
times as injuries plagued the
team.
Though the Lakers did have
leading scorer Mina Todgt for
the district tournament and
their two appearances in the
First Region Tournament,
--therwere-just-a-slutdevref-the-
club they were at mid-season
before all the injuriat CO*.
It was a miracle there
weren't any injuries in the loss
to the Comets. The Lakers
were all over the floor, diving




enough. Todd, who scored 14
points in the first half and
finished with a g
points, fouled out Idt -
in the contest and at the _tithe,
the Lakers were down 46-43.
Three minutes earlier, center
Felicia Pinner had fouled out
and it appeared the game was
all over.
But appearances often fool
in a sparkling performance.
For the Comets, junior guard
Lisa Bean, a starter since the
eighth grade, fired in 21 points
while Cindy Hoskins added 14
anch'Cindy Rambo 12.
Callowa,y-aever -led-in-- the
half but gn four oc-
casions in the first half, the
--takers -held the 'upper hand,
the final lead coming with 2:07
left in the second period at 23-
22 before the Comets scored
the final four points of the half
to lead 26-23 at intermission.
, twice in the thiA period,
the Lakers pulled to within a
_Mint_ before trailing 40-35
going into the last quarter.
The Lakers opened the final
._ period with Todd hitting_from
10 feet then Ross hit for three
. PCOILLOVe_the_14.01e_11_4W______
with-6:18 left but the COITiets --
scored the next four points and
led the rest pf the way.
- "Carlisle County is a good
team and we certainly wish
them the best of luck in the
championship game with
Lewes," Davis said.
"Also, I'd like to thank all of
the fans for coming out to
support us. We're losing
inner and Susie Imes off this
club and we're looking for-
ard to coming back next
)fear," Davis added.
, The Lakers end the season
got the tip and Miller was at 14-9 while Carlisle County
take.....a,_1941. mark. into
remaining. She missed the Saturday's 2 p.m. title game
free throw but Ross rebounded with Lowes.
line, it's itWt hard to th," in the lane in heavy traffic _and The ..gwsinnelof that game, r
Laker coach Marianne Davis . 3rd Re‘..gian . — was called or 
Windtoia lia , oviiei, w
said after the game. Owensboro 78 Butler Co 44 The Cornets made two tug open state tourney play
"We gave it our best and I 6th Region - throws in the final seconds to Wednesday afternoon in Rich-
thought everyone played real Lou Valley 46 Lou Southern up the final margin to five mond.
well. We tried hard but just 45 points.
came out on the bottom end of Lou Western 66 Lou Todd. who sat out three
the score," Davis added. Presentation 65 weeks with a broken ankle
- Actually, the Lakers didn't 7th Region before corning back last week
in the district, scored 22 pointsgive it their best. They gave Lou Assumption 51 Lou
all they could but "the best" Westport 44 to pace the Lakers and had she
for the Lakers was back when Lou Mercy47 Lou Seneca 30 - not been injured, might have
scored many more points but
start before falling upon hard Anderson Co 59 Henry Co 49- her shooting touch nee did
• FIGURE SKATING 
' 9thltegiou--- • get back to what it was before
Coy Notre Dame 59 Ft Thos the injury.
OTTAWA—Charlie Tickner ' 38 _ Ross, who hit the floor
skated an electrifying 
Highlands
Coy Holy cross 52 Campbell during the game about as
freestyle program to win the 
co m
much as the ball did, added 19
men's gold medal at the World 12th Region
Figure Skating Cham- Laurel Co 67 Lincoln Co 29.
pionships. Boyle Co 54 Monticello 35
Tickner of Littleton, Colo., 15th Region
became the first American to -Sheldon Clark 56 Betsy
win figure skating's top male Layne 50
prize since Tim Wood cap- 16th Region Final
tured successive crowns in Ashland 53 Boyd Co 41
Calloway roared off to an 11-0 itth Region
1969 and 1970.
East Germany's Jan Hof-
fman was second and
Britain's John Cousins was
third in the close competition.
Defending women's
champion Linda Fratianne
inched closer to Anett Poet-
zsch of East Germany, setting
up a dramatic confrontation in
the four -minutes of free
skating. '
1975. The Rob-
, RABBIT bit is introduced
• toAmerica.Andi










-than anyIN HISTORY. opot,Trtedr ci aMr-
in America,ever
1977. The Rabbit Dtesel
sets 31 diesel records in
Miramas.France
Since it first hopped onto




Andin19 78 ifs even befter
The regular Rabbit with
standard transmission ac-
celerates from 0 to 50 faster
than a Mercedes-Benz
280E.'
The Rabbit Diesel gets bet-
termileage than any other •
car in America. 53 mpg on
the highWay and 40 in the
city according to 1978 EPA
estimateV -
Rabbit has more trunk
space than a Cadillac
Seville. And more- passen-
ger space than 29 other
carsonthemarket.
The 1978 Rabbit is smooth-
er, quieter, and even more
technically advanced than
ever -
Which gives you more




Carroll VW-Audi800 Chestnut St.Murray
cause the Lakers made a
furious try and making a
comeback.
The Lakers came back down
and sophomore reserve
Wlissa Miller hit on an of-
fensive- putbaek to trim the
f...cuast.load-to4444-peitiordchen—Abwod-
at the 1:06 mark, the Comets
"streteheOlt tO ft -rigi
be
Cindy Rambo made two free
throws.
With just 59 seconds left on
the clock, junior Stephanie
Wyatt scored from under and
was filuIed. She missed her
free throw but Rose Ross
_rebounded and was-foulecL-7-7_
Ross, who did everything on
defense with the exception of
*.-Silrirr---tprlYat;rs,71-1:19:71-615/7ierghee-
throws and Carlisle County led
only 57-53. Immediately, the
Lakers fouled and for once,
the Comets missed from the
stripe and Wyatt rebounded
for Calloway,
Then with 41 seconds left in
By The Associated Press
2nd Region
W Hopkins 79 Hopkinsville
74
Livingston Central 80 Union
Co 67
• 3rd-Regten - • - •
Oboro Apollo 96 Butler Co 69





Edmonson Co 61 Auburn 44
5th Region
Caverna 87 Adair Co 66
Washington Co 81 Meade Co
7.0
6th Region
Lou Butler 112 Evangel 42
Lou DeSales 74 Lou Valley
69
76 Region
Lou Ahrens 89 Lou Durrett
65
9th Region
Erlanger Lloyd 57 Coy Cath
51
10th Region
Mason Co 59 Pendleton C0574
Paris 65 Clark Co 63
11th Region





Clay Co 90 Pineville 65
14th Region
Breathitt Co 73 Wolfe Co
Fleming-Neon 62 MC Nap:t-r
61
15th Region.
Belfry 56 Betsy Layne 54










WE DELIVEFt AND INSTAt
• P 0 Box 11(1')
601 E 14th St
• theerisboro. 15y., 42301
ft pf tp
Wyatt 2 0 3 4
Pinner 0 0 5 0
lines 3 0 3 6
Ross 6 7 3 19
Todd 9 4 5 22
Miller 2 0 3 4
Totals 22 11 12 55
CaNewey Can
Carlisle Csavey
flt ft Pf tP
Rambo • 3 -I?
Hoskins 5 4 5 14
Burton -- 9
• Bean 7 7 5 21
Petrie . .  1 0 1 2-
Hogancamp 1 0 5 2
Totals 18 21 60
Calloway 8 15 12 20-55
Carlisle 10 16 14 39-40
SUSIE STEALS - Susie lines °Mire takers run op behind Cin-
dy Rambo of Carlisle County. lines kiocked the boll loose and
the Laker: recovered. Imes, along with Fakir, Pinner, ended
her career in the toss to the Comets.
CLOSE RANGE - Mina Todd of the Leiters fires up a shot
from the close range over Lisa Bean of the Comets. Todd
scored 22 points in the contest and still hos two more years
left to ploy high school ball so the Laker future leaks
promising.
NON-CONTACT SPORT? - Nina Todd (23) wines es she
gets belted on the shag/icier by Cindy Hoskins of Coasts Carro-







line of spinners. 350 different
kinds for all types of
fish and fishing.
AT YOUR TACKLE STORE
JOHN J. HILDEBWANDT CORP.
Logansport. Ind,ana 1694?
* Cotrection






P.N. Hirsch & Co.
In Interco Co.








LOCATED AT BUCHANAN RESORT
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Unavailability Of Railroad Hinders TVA Coal Shipments Teacher PN Bill Headed
t
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
- .The unavailability of
-railroad- ears to ship western
- coal back east is the main
snag preventing the Ten-
nessee Valley Authority from
stabilizing strike-depleted
stockpiles.
"There's more than enouel
cars available for
everybody," Lewis Wallace, a
TVA attorney, said Thursday
"The problem is the railroads
instdonl-went-to let them get
that far away from home."
Lynn Seeber, general man-
ager of the government-owned
utility, said eastern railroads
PASTOR HONORED-The Rev. C_ E. Timberlake, pic-
tured lett; pastor of the St. John's Baptist Church,
Murray, and his family including his wife, Virgil W. Tim-
berlake, and two daughters, Naretha and Cherrie, will
be honored on his eighth anniversary as pastor with
special services on Sunday, March 12, at three p.m. The
Pilgrim Rest Baptist Church and their pastor, the Rev.
Samuel White, Lexington, Tn., will worship with the




01W 1141114 MOM/ 753-4641
Swirls Mod
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apparently are opting to hold
on to their cars - even though
-they are not being. used naw
in anticipation that striking
miners will go back to work
sobn. •
TVA Chairmen - Aubrey
Wagner wrote a letter to the
Interstate Commerce Com-
mission on Wednesday urging
the ICC to pressure railroads
to get the coal cars moving.
In Of past month, TVA has
--ptirehasedhiere
tons of Wyoming coal, all to be
delivered over a five-week
period. But the agency • go-far
has received only 55,000 tons.
Rex Williams, TVA's pur-
chasing director, said
railroads have committed
only five of the 25 trains
needed to move 200,000 tons of




piles at 10 of TVA's 12 coal-
fired power PIariTS-nosrstandlor' the .-first time that con-
at 1,735,000 tong', a 214ey sumer response has been poor
supply. TVA provides dee, to TVA's request to reduce
tricity for 212 .rniiiirm electricity usage by 20 per-
- citstomeri tilTennesses,Aerp--,, - coats
tucky, Alabama, Virginia, -So far, it has not 
been very
North Carolina, Mississippi grat 1 I:
For Committee Showdown
FilkslICFORT, Ky. ( AP) - to send the measure to the of Senate Bill M is not
. _ - •
a vote. Howaver_he Searanteeil-aailjt will take a1.1.1
and Georgta. ''best judgment we make Obit 
making a last-minute push to
For the past five weeks, the is less than 5 perqent." 
get a pfbfessional negotiations
agency has been losing about Hughes sai
d another bill through the legislature.
100,000 tons of coal weekly problem is that TVA's largest 
A bill providing 'fa
from its supply. Officials said coal-fired plant, the 2.6 
million collective bargaining for
increased shipments of the --kilowatt - twin-generator 
public school- -teachers has
western coal TVA has pur_ Cumberland facility near 
made it through the Senate
chased-would 6nd that drain.- Nashville, is shut down -erF---artFa
-floosetotomattee-and is
The present outflow would tirely. Cumberland has a 
70. currently headed for a critical
force TVA to resort to a man- day supply of coal, the second
datorY SO- percent power largest in the TVA system.
reduction to industry in seven One unit at the plant has
Weeks'. 73friFfaLs esffnate -the - been off since- last- October
cutback, planned when the with generator repairs. The
stockpile falls to 1 million other was shut down over the
tons, would force between past weekend because of
100,000 and 150,000 workers off vibrations in it steam turbine.
their jobs: • • -Hughes said .it is not .yet
TVA Power Manager Nat known how long repairs of the
Hughes said warmer weather
and additional coal supplies
are helping BA he iii(arto,..ri 
turbine will take. The unit
with the genecatat_ prohlaimia_
eallected  10-10..hack..sta tat,
later this month, he said.
GIFU. SCOUT WEEK Murray Mayor Melvin Henley signs a proclamation
proclaiming the week of March 12 to 18 as Girl Scout Week in Murray and Calloway
County. Girl Scouts Mila Spurlock, left, and Gina Pennington watch the signing. Girl
Scouts of the United States of America was founded in 1912. Some three million Girl
Scouts will be celebrating their 66th anniversary this Sunday, March 12. Troops are
organized through the North, East, Southwest, Robertson, and Carter Schools in
Murray and Calloway County.
showdown in the Rules
Committee which could
determine its fate.
_Some_ 1011 teachers gathered
in the Capitol- rotunda
Thursday in support of the bill
and were urged to continue
working with legislators to get
the bill passed: "This is a
critical moment in the life of
Ists
up for Mann 
measureies considered. continue the urexgpedlainthien




Summers also said he felt legislators. "A lot of people
there were 52 representatives are not sure what it is and
who would vote for the bill if it what it isn't," he said.
makes it to the floor, but he "There is a lot of misguided
.-didnrt know if that many information and misplaced
would support an effort to take fear on Senate Bill 88," added
the bill from the Rep. Steve Beshear, D-
Appropriations and-Revenue Lexington,, a tacker 'of
Committee if it is sent there. 'professional negotiations for
",It's another matter when teachers iathellouse„
you talk about taking a bill The bill would require local
away from a committee," boards of education to
Summers commented. It negotiate with teacher
would take 51 votes to take the organizations which request
bill from the committee, it, but would not require the
- Several legislators also boards* to accept any
Senate Bill 88," Kentucky spoke to the rallying teachers, agreement.
Ec_b____Ication Association i„bmiing Rep Terry Mann, The bill, weakened in a
presidrt, %.si,ityne--Flar_vey told_ ../me,,,pnr.u_vilairnia;_efTtte senate_ ee -i-nnittee
-r_sez.  
e eermg crow a. --
"Our most determined strike clause and removed ,Professions Committee. 
and initial passage, contains a no-
efforts must be directed "We still have a long way to binding arbitration in the
toward getting the bill apt of g"Mann said. "The  original bill.
ffie- NuTet -05filMiftetr-tmd—
ew floorbe ovf Owe
71.m.176IrTAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOUsHeontisdiengwhiterteo 
th
upon," Harvey said. TRADE WITH
Backers admit the key to the
bill's -success rest with the
Rules Committee, where
opponents are expected to
make an effort to have the bill
sent to the Appropriations and
Revenue Committee to kill it.
Bob Summers, chief lob-
byiest for the KEA, said he felt
11 of the 18 members of the
Rules Committee would vote
PARKER FORD, Inc.
753-5273 Murray, Ky.
LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business'
[TWILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
Arcadia
Pickens Na. Plwnbing Pickens LH Plumbing Pickens Was 'limning Pickens Was Plumbing
Pickens Has Plumbing Pickens Has Plumbing Pickens Has Plumbing Pickens Has Plumbing
Pickens Has Plumbing Pickens Has Plumbing Pickens Has Plumbing
Pickens Has Plumbing Pickens Has Plumbing Pickens Has Plumbing
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Scouting offers girls a
chance to become active and
- . to-irfelettiffer—
girls and to have fun. Support them!
See Us Before You Buy
J. H. (Hardeman) Nix, Jan Dalton,
- Jerry Boyd, Mickey Boggess
Support The
Girl Scouts
Scouting puts a girl on the right
course. It teaches her to develop
ideas and ideals that will guide
her throughout her life. We're
proud of the Girt Scouts, but most




Being a Girl Scout Mean* a lot to *o mapN.
It 'wino active in all h of community
projects:it's volunteering time and work to
help others. And it encourwes girls to be-
come responsible, concerned indkiduals.
Scouting Is
A Happening!
Girls Scouts grow into responsible
community memberkby loving and
caring . . . and becoming actively
involved in many useful projects.










Lawn & Garden Center
Scouting offers girls everywhere
a chance for a rich, rewarding
way of lifel Show your pride. . .
and help keep up the tradition
. . . by giving them your support!
Scouts Car
Helping others is part of e Girl
Scout pledge. They mak it a point
to be on hand . . . to • e their time
... and to spend ti with those who
need them. Why? ecause they care!
Service Bank 753-1893
"We Salute The Scouts & Their Leaders"
Murray Appliance Co.
hoard Coy 9 John Simmons, moors











B I Re0 II NX' ikoaskuk Svu.,*.
Itrookfott, lautelt000s, Dhows
ei
) /011N 7 DAYSAWEK
/4er D.II tiredilligla To 4.15-2-0765
Priudo
South 12th St. 753-5966
Freed Cotham Co.
Quality Work Sines 1937
802 Chestnut 753-4832
0,,oPPERUD 753-1222 /// Notional Store
Noodquarters For All Your Scoiding'Needs
, 408 Main 753-3614
P. N. Hirsch 8 Co. Department Store
An INTERCO Co.
Olympic Plaza Hours: 9:30-8:00 Mon.-Sat.
753-9779 1-5 Sunday"trorytitiog
REALTY
Ws Toads Term To
111
Sold" w 711 min
411 curs , nine , o.zui clir6
i 1 9 Marrisfe Near+, New Shop
• • Today's fine quality clothes
, at Yesterday's Price's
Hours- 10- 4 SO2 T. Maple
dosed Tow & Ilia &cram from Iledoodio OslarvK
Roberson's Hih-Burger












Complete Men's & Women's Hair Styltng
900 Coldwater Rd. 153-0511
CIDixieCream
Donuts Made fresh Daily
Chestnut St. 753-5034
Al 7he THE LARGEST & MOST COMPLETECHILDREN'S STORE IN MURRAY






































1206 Chestier? - 753-2997
7t6 A Nal Far._
;,..... ..,.....„11k-
-- -- -,,e, 7S3-7921 ' ---- -.
tinic Phompacy
The PrescriptionSpecialist
' +' ,...----- ---.'41211.3 • '.•_=.
•'. Captain D's
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iobberli,' said Rep. Herb
Deskins, D-Pikeville.
eta' rg se e- was
banking that there would be a
surplus since there has been
one every year. He said if the
the amendment to return
more money to the non-coal
producing counties was
adopted the bill should be
called the "Coal Producing
Counties Ripper Bill." A







with stylish necklines, sleeves
and trims. In lovely solids and
oints. Sizes 10 to 18.
T-strap uppers With adjust-
able instep buckle; cush-
ioned innersole. Covered
wedge, plantation crepe
sole. Sizes to 10.
Perfect for- putting:in East-










Extra scrubbable. 1-coat coverage.
Fade and stain resistant,
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TOP STUDENT —D6nna
_Rodgers Daniel, senior
from Mayfielj, has been
named tje outstandifig
philoso y student at
Mur _ State University for
tbf 1977-a schnol year. The.
/daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ed-
ward Rodgers, Pryor Street
Mayfield, she will graduate
with honors May 12 and
plans to work toward a doc-
toral degree in logic and the
philosophy of science.
--FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Weinberg, D-Hindman, would
r uire 75 s-rcent of the
Energy Road Fad to be
returned to coal-producing
counties, . while 25 percent
would go to non coal-
producing counties through
which coal is transported
regularly.
Forty pereent would be used
by fiscal courts for selected
county road.s while 60 percent
would be used for the state's
printery roads.
A served amendment,
proposed by., Rep. Mark Fit-
zgerald, D-Cynthiana, would
give non coal-producing
counties 25 percent of the
surplus severance tax each
fiscal year of the biennium.
- Tho. Jeenseeessful.. amendr._
ment proposed by Rep. ,Joe
Clarice, D-Danville, would
debates of the 1978 General
Assembly, the Kentucky
House of Representatives has
approved a bill to increase
coal severance tax revenues,
and to allocate a portion of the
state's Energy Road Fund to
counties through which coal is
hauled.
_The House __defeated a
controversial amendment
Thursday that would have
allocated a larger share of the
tax to noncoa14troducini
counties for repair of coal
roads, after coal county
legislators said it would hurt
the biggest coal producing
counties.
Two afftenditlents designed
. to return severance tax funds
to coal producing counties
through the Energy Road have returned severance tax
Fund and to give non-coal funds to counties based on the
counties a share were ap- number of miles of roads over
proved, which coal is hauled, instead
The -"Inoiiritain amend- of orrthe-basts-ot the tutuiege
ment," sponsored by Rep. Bill mined in a county.
Semester Honor Roll Listed For
The Calloway County High
Shcool honor roll for the first
semester has been released by




Brame, Lori Brandon, John
Brinkley, Linda Chaney, Tim






of Now York, N.Y.
Sunday, March 12
3:00p.m.








Cooper, Lisa Cleaver, Luana
Colson+, Gina Crabtree,
Lenna Duke, Danny Deering,
Sheila Darnell, Kathi Duncan,




LaDon Haley, Betsy E.
Skaggs,, Nada Thomason,
Robert Herndon Tony Horton,'
Denise Howard+, Kevin
Hutson+, Susie Imes+,
Michael Irvin, Laura Jarrett,
Judy Kendall, Kern Kemp,
Susan Lewis, Randy Mc-
Callon, Pam Pierce, Mitzi
Redick+, Lorraine Steen+,
Nix Ann Osborn,
Craig Redden, Keith Starks,
Gail Tucker+, Beverly
Sweatman, Shari Tucker,







1977 Thunderbird, dove grey, extra sharp
luxury.
1976 Y.W. Bug, silver, economy transportation.
1974 Monte Carlo, 2 dr., White, chrome wheels.
1977 Mercury Monarch, 2 dr., luxury tran-
sportation, extra nice.
1977 LTD II, Squire Station Wagon, excellent
family transportation,
1977 E150 Ford Tan, conversion from leisure
time products.
1976 Chevrolet-C20, 3/4 ton, 4 wheel drive.
CaN 753.41273 or Oar Salomon Af Mee
Gary Turner 753-7736 Ed West 753-3064
Ron Wright 753-0156 Carlos Jones 753-2471
Paul Gifland 769-1651 David Parker 7534180
James Parker 753-5180 John Parker 753-1833
Joe Parker 753-3658
a. also nit oars so a day fa day basis. Cal or So* Jabs
Matching 759-11111
PARKER FORD
Clarke said his amenchilertit
was an uitable, honest wa
to distribute the energy road
hind. He said there is no
guarantee that there will be a
severance tax surplus over the
next two fiscal years, or that
non coilproducing counties





"It's a clear, plain case of
Charlotte Coursey, Ricky
Cunningham, Carol Cooper,
David Cohoon, Paula Cavitt,
Sandra Dillon, Steve Enoch,









Rose Ftos, Pam Sills, Debbie
Smith, Kim Starks, Teresa
Steen, -
Conde Stubblefield, Terry
Tucker, Tammy Turner, Billy









Susan Byars, Patti Carson,
Craig Chandler, Jamie




Tim Feltner, Dale Finney,
Joanna Fleming, Judy
French+, Roger Garland+,
Lesley Herndon, Rose Hern-
don, Chuck Holt, Thomas
Jones+, Keisha Lassiter+,
Joy Kelso, Angela Manning,
Jackie Miller, Melissa Miller,
Debra Pritchett, Kelly
Pritchard,




David Thorn, Anita Underhill,
Lisa Valentine, Mary
Wagoner, Sharon Walker+,
Kim Willie+, Rhonda Wilson.
0th Grade —
Greg Bailey, Lori Adams,
John Bickerton, Monica
Brown+, Leslie Atkins, Ricky
Barrow, Laurie Bear, Roger
Colson+, Kathy Bynum,




Lord+, Celisa Curd, Joyce
Deering, Danny Garland,
David Garland, Laura
Garland, Lisa Garland, Lori
Hale, Marilyn Hendricks,
Tonya Lovett, Dann.), Lamb;
Lenessa Jones+, Michael
Jackson, Debby Hooks, Glen




Mark Roberts, Paul Smith,
Kim Weatherford, Sandra
White, Marty Wyatt+, Sharon
Snyder, Teressa Stucky,




beiserlbors lobo Woo is
roestrod their besomi-dolvormed
espy of lbo thorny Wyse II
Timm by Smill liosamy•
Frio* or by 3136 p. se West-
is,. two urged JO 763-1116
Weiss 5m18 p. mid 6 p.a.,
Ihroiso-friloy, se 346 p.m.
sod 4p. st. Sisordiss, to Wore
daisies if tie oeswopspor. C.illo
mut I. Sued by 6 p... wash-
-drys v.-4 -pis. Sstsrdoss to
goirsotoo dollsory
Who?
Has All Your Plumbing
Supplies & Needs





per sets for boys
and girls. 65/35 po-
lyester/cotton. For
sizes 0 to 6 months.
1-OT.  
MOTOR OIL
Extends oil drain intervals.
Protects engine against
wear. Provides all season
protection.







Warranted one coat coverage.
Fade and stain resistant, and
washable.
NOT AVAILABLE IN ALL STORES
9 7 GAL.
Dries in 1 hour. Durable. Wa
clean-up.
NOT AVAILABLE IN ALL STORES
87
Dries to gloss fin-
. ish in 5 minutes.
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100 So. 13% St.
White's Camper Sales
Your Authorized STARCRAFT lea
Hwy. 94 East (4 mt.East) of Murray753-0035
EAe eoolmakh
• es & Chortle Simians
Reference & Inspirational looks











- Compere Areemetic Troeseolissise Service
-Frost led Aliganseet
- Comphste Toma-Up Rama Sarah:4-
E0e S. 7th





Evening Worship 6-30 p.m.
IMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship 11 00 a.m.












Morning Worship -11:00s.tis- •
Evening Worship 7:13
NAM BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.
POPLAR SPRINGS
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
753-1751 Evening Worship 6:30 p.m.
• :GRACE wrist ---- 7--
Sunday School
Morning worship 10 45 a.m.





Morning Worship 11: 00 a.m
Everting Worship 730p.m
MEMORIAL RAPTYST
Morning Worship 10,50 a.m.
Evening Worship 6-00 p m.
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship 11 00 a.m.
Evening worship 7-00 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11 -00 a.m. '
Evening Worship 6,45 p.m. 
CHERRY COMER
Morning Worship 11 00 a.m.











Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship 5.30p.m 06 00p.m
MOUNT NOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Worship 11 .00 a.m.
LONE OAK PR1MMVE
1st-Sunday  -
3rd Sunday 10: 30a.m.
Son-lhers
6 a. no. 11 p.m
Fri. A Sat.





  Carroll Tire Service
UNIROYAL
4105 Pogo,
Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
1'/2 Mock E. of S. 12th
Phone 753-1489
Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Heating, Air Conditioning- , Sheet Metal















HOUSE BOAT RENTALS :
Ky. Lake State Pork Ph. 474-2245
Kentucky Tried Ckickei
"It's Finger Lickin' Good"
Try Our Delicious Beef are Ham seobrimes
Sycamore at 12th Call in Orders 753-7101
\ Murray Cablevision
Cc41t-21 Phone 753-5005
/yr Bel-Air Shopping Center
South 12th St. - Murray
VOI
41(112 IMI Mt,




















Murrey's Most Complete Deportmellt Store
Stokes Tractor 8,
Implement Co.
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Industrial Road Phone 753-1319
Tabers Body
Shop, Inc.
-Go To Church Sunday"'
Randy Thornton Service Co.
Air Conditiesieg-Neating-Cernasercial Ilefrigeratim
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut Phone 753-8181
Tiny Tot
Day Caro
Infants To 5 Years
Kentucky Licensed
6 30 a m -5 30p.m.
407 II. 12th 753-1994
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School 10 00 a.m.
Worship Service 11.00a m.









Evening Worship 7 00 p m.
CHESTNUT STREET GENERAL
Sunday School 10 00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 00 a.m.
LENNY'', MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School 1000 am.
Preaching 11 .00a m &6-00p.m.




Evening Worship 7:00 p.m.
ST 101IN BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship 10 45 a.m.
Stmday School S . 30 am.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Service 7:00 p.m.





Preaching Service 11 a m.









7 00 p m
Christian
106 Colohiret or Rd
10 45 a.m. -----



















The Meaning of Death
o not a popular .1.1.ft,1 f4r, tnaw.1 people.. la fort. it is a *object to be •voidesil. Yet
ft 1. rseot that .-..br•prririirr IvAlt personail, and throogh when. Lem-site,
ph “trtatt• has, found dui Alf raltrf ternsinall, paitanht to talk of theta (cal-
m, h..ath Misr to-I.-..-that 1,1,. and thra hall. ... •41.1111( n•miz ere., to fat,
dr.ath mon. courasataamally
thPlattettla alaratrataaaaalay,oalietamaam4phslassibsilssirs dui help people so Leo* assails. 14•••••
11.1 ta .'antral to the llirietran rehattat. I hrisf• iirath •nit rt-aurractiou Ir.-..dntan frogs tbr feat
,.1 to John 316w.- read. "For t.,4v. loved the .o.-II that 6.-61. larsottan aon.
that ishoessr•sse holiest:1h us ILLY. ,h41146U1 Iwo perirvl• ina base etc...Latins Ida.- 112/6 Chribt's
Ahnoul tht. otraattag of death.











Bible Study 10 a .m
am Worship Service 10.45 a m 8,6 p.m
9: P.m. Wed. Worship 7:30 p.m.
MURRAY •
" a-m. Morning Worship 10:50a.m
Evening Worship 6.00 p.m
UNION GROVE






Morning Service 10:50 a in.
Evening Worship 6:00 p in
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship 11 -W a rn
Evening Worship 6: Wpm
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship 10.45am
Evening Worship 6 rin p m
FRIENDSHIP .
Sunday School 10 Warn




A.M. Worship • 50
P.M. Worship . • no
-Slid-Week - 90
COLDWATER '
Morning Worship; rTt -





Evening Worship 7-00 p in
FIRST OIRISTIAN 
Wednesdays
Worship Services 10:45 a.m.. 7.00 pisk.
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOW 
, 
SHIP Bible Study ,
Worship 10:30 a.ri. Morning Worship
Bible School • 9: 30a.m. Evening Worship
Evening Service 6:00 p.m.
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday School 10:45 a.m
ST. LEO CATHOLIC
CHURCH
SundayMass 8 a.m.,11 a.m., 4.30 p.m.
Saturday Mass 6,30 p m.
CHRISTIAN saw!
SERVICES
Farmer Ave. and 17th St., Murray. Ky..
Sundays 11:00 a .m Testimony meeting
second Wednesday 8 p m.
JENOVAN'S WITNESSES
Watchtower 10.30a.m.
Bible lecture 9.30 a.m.
WIIMAN'S CHAPEL A.M.E.
Worship Services 1100 a.m., 7,00A.m.
ST. .1011/11 EPISCOPAL
Worship Hour 9:45 a.m.
Cliurch School 11.00 a.m.
bAMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School 9,15 a.m.
Morning worship 10730a.m.-
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School Sat 1030 a.m.









Sunday S, Is -I 9 45a .m
Morning Worship 10 45a m.
ici 30 a.m. N Y P S Worship 5 15 p.m.
6 no pin. Evenmg Worship 6.00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship 7.00p.m.
. LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship 11 00a m
Sunda s School 10 00a m
Evening- Vionalisa 5 30 p m ,
NYPS Worship 5 00 p m
Wednesday Evening 6 30 p m
Presbyterian
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
'Sunday School - 1000: a in
Worship Servii•e 1100a m
' -NORTH PLEASANT GROVE -
Sunday School. 9-45a m
Wirship Service 11.00a in
OAK GROVE
Sunday School 10.00 a m
Worship Ser.ices Ilam .7pm
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship 11 00a m
Evening Worship 7 00p m
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Ch.urch School 9 30 a in
Worship Service 10 45 a m
Pentecostal
ALMO HEIGHTS
Morning Worship II-OOa in
Evening Worship 7:30 pin.
- VENTED, NEW CONCORD -
Sunday School 10.00a ni
Worship Services 11 00a m 6:00 p.m.
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School 1000a m.
Worship Services 11.00 a rn.. 730 p m
FIRST ASSEMBLY
OF GOD
Swiday School 10 00 a m
Morning Worship 11 .00 a m
Sunday Evening 7' 00 IS' in
Thurs Nite 7 p rn.
UNITED, 310 WAN AVE.
Sunday School 10.00 a m
Evening Worship 7.00p m
DEWARDS CHAPEL
Sunday School 10 on a m.
Worship Service 11 00 a m
Evening Worship 7 30 p m
FIRST UNITED
Sunday Worship 1000 a .m &7-00p m
Toes & Thurs 7 00p m












Top Quality Used Cars
Phone 753-6448
Murray Electric System










Yew Complete Tin Service Center




'Home of Quality Economy
8 Selections
Open 7 Days 7 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Blackford House
Unlin:shed Furniture
Gifts For All Occasions
.Clothes,
1804 Coldwater Rd. (121 Bypass) 753-8660
Eastside Small
Engine Repair
Service 8 Sales Parts
Attowers 7%llers Chain Saws








Ffowers For All Occasions
vjrierol Arrangements House Plants
500 N. 4th- 753-3251 - 753-8944
Love Is










Worship Service 11 a.m., 1st Sunday,
10 00 a m 3rd Sunday, Sunday School
10 00 a m., 2nd 8,4th
MARTIN'S OIAPEL umrte.„
Worship Service 11 00. m
Sunday School 10 00a in
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service 9





Sunday School - 10
Morning Worship 11
Evening Worship . 7 00 p.m
COLDWATER. UNITED
Worship Service 11 .00 am 1st & 2nd
Sunday , 10:00 a m 3rd & 4th, Sunday
School 10:00 a in 1st & 2nd Sunday, 11.00
a m. 3rd 8, Ith Sunday
TEMPLE MILL UNITED
Morning Worship 10.00 a in








Worship 8 45 & 10 Ma m
RUSSELS CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School 10 On a m
Morning Worship 11 00 a m
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service 9 458 m
(ThurctiSchooI 10-45 am
GOSNDI METHODIST
(lurch School 10 00 a m
Worship Service 11 -00 a m
Evening Services Worship - 6:30 pm
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service 10.00 a m
DEXTER-MAROON UNITED
Worship Service 10-00a m
18t & 2nd SUndnyt 1100am
1st & 3rd & ilth Sunday
MT. NIKON
Worship Service 11) 00 a m lot Sunday &
11 00 a in 3rd Sunday Sunday School
11 00 a.m 1st Sunday - 10 00 a m 2nd.
3rd, & 4th Sunday
MT. CARMEL
Worship Service 10 00 a in 2nd Sunday
11.00 a.m. .4th Sunday, Sunday School




Morning Services 10 45a in
BROOKS CHAPEL UNITED
Ist 3r1 Sunday - 9 30 a m
Evening 7 00 p m
2nd 8,4th Sunday 11 00a.m
NO Evening Worship
IfTlIft UNITED -
le 3rd Sunday 11 00 a.m
2nd & Ith Sunday 9 30 cm
Evening 6 00p.m
. SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School 9.45 a.m
Morning-Worship 10-45 a.m.
Evening • 7: no 0 m
STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
S-inlay School 10-00a m






403 Maple Phone 753-1713
West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen B. Sears, Genitionager




Opnn Mon. Nino hers. 7a.-$ p
Fri.-2I Hours • Set. 7 ern.-4 m
Closed Sunday




Joe Todd's Motor Sales
Quality Used Cars
Reasonably Priced
Joe Todd end Larry Hale
507 So 12th 753-2814
•Cunningham Auto Repair
Suiwnor & Motor Sales, Inc.
' Your Superior Muffler
 '619 so 4th & Exhaust Dealer- 753-6831
Adnelres1
Morris Refrigeration
Soles & Service Parts
Buy-Trade-Sell Used Appliances
504 So 4th 753-7205
Bel-Air Decor
Unfinished Furniture
One Day /. le)t Anttriving
Stains Paints
Bel-Air Shopping Center 753-3642
k0 Utak% 51# WA!
of Murray
Sunday Buffets - 11 to 2
wy 641 South 753-5986
Gallimore's Restaurant
Spec,oizmg in Catf,sh EYnnrs




The lawn 8 Garden Center
Murray
Mayfield Hwy. (111) 753 3
Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
Building Blocks &Ready Mix Concrete
Fast Main Street 753-.3540
Kentucky Lake
Oil company
JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS
Morns Serving Cialkivory &rare,
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, TV GUIDE FUR SATURDAY
- - -- - W.1161.2.--z1.11:1,. 
6:00 - 100,10 , ,7:30-,Soporfrionds


























1:00- World of Seorts
2.30 -Pro Bowlers
4:00 - World of Sports
4:30-Alimisaarsels..
NEW -iroffts
11:00- AOC Shag Story
n : 30 - Birth I Cwcw7h









"C4 - "Re It"Phasing,.
7 30 Globetrotters
9:30 - Pink Panther
10:00-gabby Perth
Nitwits
10:30 - Specs Seefissisls
11:00- Land of lost ---. - -:1r0:300._. Thunder-14.0.01.„ 
Ip00 -legs Bonny




12:00 - Spotlight on
Schools






930 - Pink iso„her
10:00., logy punt. a
Nitwits
10:30 - -Shari Lewis
1100 - lend of Lost
11:30 -Thunder





3:00 - College Batt-
blle
s,ops_ A40,11.9. _
S,-- - - -
6:00 - News
6:30- Arras,

















. 5,17• itieN ::














10:30 - lacers Theetre:
Dimmed Need
1:00- PT& ash
3: 00 - Newswatch
-
-





:1230 - Wayne Dobbs
1:00 -*CAA Doubleht-
Cr: NIA
S:00 - Porter Winos*, _
5,30-Nash. -Music.
6:00 -.Irene tit 6.• • ''
6:30-Bert's Nashville





5:00-- Candid Caniera -
3'3°-̀ 111sws 
6:00- Nee How



















6: 30 - SW* Il•PtIst
1:00''' N°°s° of Nor
7:30 - Amazing Grace
140-tieles A meals
8: n - Nulls St°°9"
9:30-Res Ilemberd









3'30 - Masi.' Th°
Naked Reimer
5:30
 - Wild din°4°1°
6:00- Nancy Dresio. .
7:00-Haw The Hest
a Was Won





12.00 Now Life Hr.
WSIL-3
7:00 _ um Ridge















5:00 - Bil Dense
0:00- Nerdy toys
7,6,3246. viii-t  -vpsii-
Ikea










9:15 - 711mailtete 11 4.4
lege _,-,c4.Adrew f
10:00-Chuniall Lives ..
10:30 -1:• Weald of Truth
11:00-Accont
11,30_ like the Pm,







6:00- Welt Disney "
7i00__pyaipiO my ----
1,111-Big Ersatz _ When










--7:90-fitereld - • ---,,-
1:0e-Gitost woe.'
ft.-374_00am '




1 1 :00 _ This is life
11:30- Lamp Unto

















1:30 - Ceospol Show
9:00 2 Day of Disc ..... 
9:30-Dim in Foists •
10:00 - Herold of Truth
10:30-Corn Worship
11:00.-Ebony Spectrum
11:30- Meet the Press
12:00- Spoertiworld


























7:30- Ort Our Own
in tim family_
9:00- Cer wl Burnett _









































11:00 =11enor Ser. '
11:30- Watts Hope




-310 - Edge el Night
-‘3•:`30.-iii•••rh MGM
Theatre




























6,'XI -Scene ro 6
WTVF-5




7:30 --Mornings on S
4:09-C40.-Itusgaroo
9:00 -Tettletoles
9:30 - Price is Right
10:30 - love of Life
11:00:- The Restless
1130 - Search for Tom.































10:35- Love ailfe -
10:55- News
11:00 -TounglRestless
11:30- Search For Tom.
12:00 - Fates Picture
12:05 --News
i '3230. TIttsidi Tures
1 : 30 -Guiding Light
- 439 In the Fomily









2:30- Akin the Fornif,
3-00-- Munster'
3:30- Gilliam





TV GUIDE FOR MONDAY
WNGE-2
6:30 - Marty Robbins





6: 1 5 -News
6:30-News
7:00-Sit Million S Men







1100 -Marie: Death of
Her Innocence
10:00-Scene sr, 10
10:30 - l'Onight Show













1:00 - Movie: Death of .
Nor Innocence
10:00-News




















TV GUIDE FOR TUESDAY
WNGE-2
0:30- Trott of Cons
7:00-Nappy Days
7:30-Laverne & Shirley






1:00 - PTL Oa
3:00- Newswatch
WSIL-3
































7:00 -- Thank You Rock
& Roll








7:30- Shields & Yarnell





TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
WNGE-2
6:30 - Name Tlart Tans
7:00- Eight Is Enough
8:00- Cherie' s Angels
900 - %meshy ketch
1010 - Newsweek
10,30_ pike glen,
1:00 - ITL alb
3: CO - Newsweek
WSIL-3


















































9:00 - bereft' 
-10:00-- Newswatdt
10:313- Starsky & Hutch
12:30 - Pit awe
2:30- Newswatch
WSIL-3






























7:00 -Hallmark Noll of


















7:00- Downy a Mario
8:00 -Miele: SST-IMPOI-
h flight
10'00 - News watch
le:30-110Mo: Ned. _ _
12:30- ITL Cbeb
A t 30 - Masorete:1i
WSIL-3















4 00 0 .•• met•
Celebrity Roast






.8 :00 - lactAitliblir ifo4b ,:i
9 10 r- Husbands, WiHusbands,ds.









.9:00- Dean an, . gi 
101°....,...--, NI", "1..4 0.."- .





.8:00 - Incredible Hulk
9-00 - Husbands, Wives
II. lovers
- i0:00re:0811Wil





Mirth 21 March 22tilThe Associated Press _ 
2o
_anDt
here are the top-10 singles 4:25 Afte A -moon fternoon
4ij aiDUMS as compiled by Devotional Devotional.
Billboard-magazine: -
TOP 10 SINGLES . 5r00
1. -Night Fever" Bee Gees
11142.S°-1 tayi'
4RSng Private°) .  Stock)--
3. -Emotion" Samantha
Sa 
4 -Lay Down Sally"- Eric
('lapton f RSO)
5,, -Lave Is Thicker Than -
Water" Andy Gib  
kiRS°(mistfoWlitii-out
lial-71:1;,•BC(:1 -.OrlYtCtr+A-zial*Silizy"91we Paul Davis_
--Sametitites-When--We---
Touch" Dan Hill (tOth *Ceri-
tut-)




TOP 10 ALBUMS •
I. 'Saturday Night Fevee-
Sttult2 '411.r13heeSk;a(nRS9ger)" Billy- Joel
Columbia)
3. "Slowhand" Eric Clapton
tR4S.°''Running On Errintri
Jackson Browne (Asylum)




5:30  NEWS 11  NEWS 11 NEW11
Almanac-
ZIKAISDAY FRIDAY




FOCUS- FOCUS . •
5 Aja Steely Dan (ABC)
ti -News- -Of- The World"
Queen L.Flektra)
- -Weekend In L.A."
George Benson ( Warner
8. ."Even Now" Barry
Manilow Arista)
9, -The Grand Illusion"
St) x A&M)-
10 - All 'N' A,11" Earth,








Health Aadicine bates: "Heeilation 
Of Political Cam, A Changiag









MandaY 1. MSU Speech and Theatre Department.










1. • M§U Political Scientist
2. . Pappintativeso MSU Nursing Departeent
3. Dr. Thomas E. Gray Chairman Department of Graphic Arts
Technology
it- Moine H6614-.
1. Book Beat: Robert -Usriy 7
2. History in Perspective
3. Weekly Shopping Basket
1. Culture Thropgh Foreign Language with Bert Ball
?• .soloolAsarco • ..__
1. Margaret Trevathan' with Library Comer
2. _Rev. Jerry Ref-Kiley. Fi,r4t Aaiseatily of,God -
3. Hit School ',ports
WKMS Highlights
Friday, Mar. 10
7 p.m. Options "Popular
Culture & American Society"
This program, which is the
third, and final, broadcast
based on the Courses by
Newspap-er • "Popular
Culture" series, all explore, in
depth, the various relation-
ships between popular culture
and the political and social life
-of-contemporary Ameriea.
10 p.m. Nightflight-91 Pour
hours of album oriented rock
heard Tuesday through
Saturday.
12:30 a.m. Jimmy Thud-




R''sner, Simon 81 Schuster. 392
Paiies $9.95.
Author Tudith Rossner, who
iat wrote of the seamy subcul-
tur of sirigles bars, serves up
3-0.arxiage  with Rom:
•••• •t in her latest offering
\ itachments."
her attempt to chart :the
re terrain of another by-
, . along the conterlizirasy
.11.1.;inship' trail, Mi.:Rossner
y to
:1g, and then menacing, until. moriilbgue excerpted from
'tie entire reading affair dis- conversations with Annulla
--olves into the banal.- Allen, a woman in her
Two California women who seventies, who has been
ire . old school chums form a witness to some of this cen-
,.:ienage a quatre with Siamese tury's most extreme
•wms, set up house ip a quiet
New Hampshire town, marry
the boys and raise families.
Eventually the twins are surti-
-.ally separated, but by then the
story has become so laborious
that • it's difficult deciding
whether to wait for the out-
come of the operation or not.
Nadine, the narrator, self-in-
_lulgently overwhelms iis-w1t1r
her sense of perpetual isolation
and ambivalence toward the
I-elationships, which began with
a magazine clipping about the
twins which she had tucked
away at age 15. Her youthful
fancy eventually works itself
Into a full-time obgesslon. •
A kinky thread holds this
novel together, but it is a flim-
sy one. Generally, this book
suffers from, underdevelopment
- from - its- characters to its




you know who Jimmy
Thudpucker is. Hear this
special presentation of the
rare Hollywood Bowl Concert




12 NOON Music Of The
Italian Masters Music by such
Italian greats as Pergolesi,
Boccherlili and A. Scarlatti.
7 p.m. Earplay "Annulla
-Allen: An Autobiography of a-
Survivor" A dramatic
"BUG MAN'
LOS ANGELES IAPI - Jim
Dannaldson, 62, has an unusual
occupation. He trains insects
for television and film.
"Behavior control is a better
description than train," says
his wife, Beth, who often works
as his assistant. "Train sounds
like teaching a dog tricks. With
!osects,"51113-knerw thpir habits-,
you know how to handle them,
and you know what can .be ex-
pected of them."
When director George Ste-
,.'ens called upon him to work
on -Gunge Din" some 40 years
ago. Dannaldson was curator of
repIlTeS -at -the -University- of
Southern California. He helped
turn harmless gopher snakes
into cobras by attaching' fake
hoods around the snakes'
necks, then raising them4 up
cobra-like with hidden bamboo
poles. He imported iguanas and
other reptiles for Hal Roach's
original "One Million Years,
B.C."




for which he handled a duck
and-a multitude of cockroaches.
- CAAN -TO-MAKE •
DIRECTORIAL DEBUT
NEW YORK IA?) - Screen
star James Caan will direct his
first motion picture, "Hide in
Plain Sight." this spring, Met-
.ro-Goiciwyn-Mayer has . on the French
,no.oitanunced..wha manp his :debut as._
greatly -affecting Flench=”:
• economy and defense posture,
a screen actor in 1964, in '‘Lady relations, particularly as theyp Cage," will also star in the




3:30 p.m. Mountain Music
Jubilee Vld Man Rosin Up
The Bow" Both old and new
ways to play the fiddle in the
mountains are heard in this
program, featuring the music
and comments of fiddler J.P.
Fraley of Rush, Kentucky.
5 p.m. Voices In The Wind
Produced- -by NPR, this
magazine of the arts features




8:31 Ob. JAZZ JAZZ JAZZ
e up cons
ReVisited at 8:30 followed by
Jazz All.4\at 9:00. Also con-
temporary jazz at 10:30 on
Jazz Horizons with an artist
feature at 12:00.
has never attracted a mass
audience, but it does have a
loyal cult' following. He
regularly writes for the "New
Yorker," and all but one of his
books remains in print. He is
interviewed by Noah Adams.
8 p.m. National Town
Meeting • "Alternative
Lifestyles and the New
Morality" Guests include Dr.
Benjamin Spock, Physician
and author; Midge- Decter,
author of "Liberal Parents,
Radical Children"; and
moderator Kandy Stroud,




7 p.m. Options In Education
"ESEA Update" The
Elementary & Secondary
Education Act of 1965 is the
largest source of federal funds
for education, More than $2
Billion annually. Congress is
--turrently- rewriting the
legislation. There is little
doubt ESEA will be extended;
the questions are what form
will it take and how will the
funds be distributed? Tonight
Options in Education will
examine the issues involved.
10 p.m. Soulflight Join host
Ray Taylor for four hours of
news and music from the
black world.
Coverage of the French
Parliamentary elections will
be broadcast on WKMS-FM at
Murray State University next
week as part of the National
Public Radio (NPR) evening
news program entitled "All
-Things. Considered."
NPR reporter David Ensor
and NPR producer Neal
Conan will file daily reports
from Paris, beginning Sun-
day, March 12, the first day of
voting in which the run-off
candidates will be chosen.
Coverage will conclude on
Sunday, March 19, when the
French return to the polls to
Choose their regional
representatives, and
Ultimately, the French prime
minister.
WKMS, the public radio
voice of Murray State at 91.3
on the FM dtal,._ broadcasts
"All Things Considered" daily.,
aTI -p :in • -
In the week between the two
election days, French political
analyst Francois Sauzey will
join Ensor and Conan in the
production of a series of
reports on the current
political, economic, and social
atmosphere of France. The
reports will provide a back-
drop for breaking news on the
vote and Will analyze political
maneuvering during the week.
The French Socialist and
Communist parties stand to
gain a majority in the
Parliament in the elections, If
the Left succeeds in securing a
power base, President
Giscard D'Estaing could be
faced with an assertive and
unfriendly assembly headed
by Francois Mitterand.
The resulting political rift
could have a tremendous
Tuesday, Mar. 14
7 p.m. Options "Recon-
binant D.N.A. Research" A
new laboratory, conforming to
National Institutes of Health
guidelines governing
research, is being constructed
by Indiana University to do
research in Reeonbinant
D.N.A. In connecticM - with
this, Indiana University and
the city of Bloomington joined
together in producing a
conference which explored the
moral, ethtcal, and legal
problems posed by this
research. WFIU's Margaret
Joseph reports.
8 p.m. Chicago Symphony
Orchestra This week's concert
and next week's will comprise
a performance of all five
Beethoven Piano Concertos
with Alfred Brendel on piano
and James Levine conducting.
Wednesday, Mar. 15
7 p.m. Options "Phil
Woods" Alto saxephonist and
clarinetist, Phil Woods is
interviewed by ,WXXV,s__ Will
Moyle.
Thursday, Mar. 16
7 p.m. Options "John Mc-
Phee" John McPhee's work
conducts the San Francisco
Symphony Orchestra in
performances of excerpts



























Authorized Huth Bender Center
BARRETT'S
SERVICE CENTER




I Special On Tapes & AlbumsAll The Newest Releases First!
And The Lowest Prices In Town,
Large Selection of Country
Tapes, Albums and 45's
Plenty of Saturday Night Fever
Tapes I Albums
New Elvis Gospel







-Up The Yellow Brick-Rood-
8 Track Reg. 7.95
the largest Selrict4-,,-,1 Topes anr/ A 'burrs s A,or
TV Service Center
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..Xentmcks. Amami* - Arse Mos Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts . Act. 4116 Est. 700 Barrows &
Gilts 1.00-1.25 lower Sows mostly 1.00
lower 101216 over 450 1k IL to 2 00 lower
• US 1-2116-130 lbs.  $46 75-4700
US I3200440 lbs. •  W.50-46A
OS 2-4 241116121ba. $45 56-14-.M
US 3-1 2604110 lbs. $44 5045.50
SOws
US 1-2 270-3501bs. 239 00-40.00
US 14300450 339 00-40.00
US 1-3 450-500113s.  $40 00-41.00
US 1-3500450 lbs  14100-42.00
US 2-3300-500lb..  83900-39.00
Boars V.00-29.00
Pleasant Grove To Hear Dr. Mullins
The Rev. Dr. William P.
Mullins, Jr., minister of the
South Pleasant cream United
.MethWist Church, will speak
- on the 'subject, "How Shall-We'
Interpret The Cross?" at the
10:45 a.m. worship services on
Sunday, March FL. tlis
scripture will be from Mark
15:22-39.
"Were You There" will be
the special selection by the
church choir, directed by Mrs.
L. D. Cook, Jr., witli Mrs. Otto
Erwin as organist and Tommy
Shift into 5-SPEED
a great new action casval!
A natural tor today s casual scene is Jarman s
new 5-Speed casual Styled in rugged suede
ieathet atop a unique 5-Speed action sole
Start making your tracks in
Jarman s exclusive 5-Speed'
Good Selection of









At the six p.m. service on
Sunda yi Dr MullinowillapeaA
on '-.Judas" in his Mutinying
series on "Personalities of the
Passion."
Sunday School will be at 9:45
a.m. Tom Allen is the new
&rector for the youth choir
practice at four p.m. and the




A gospel singing will beheld'
at the Pleasant Valley Church
of Christ, located on the
Pottertovm Road, on Sunday,
March 12, at 2:30 p.m.
The public is invited to




The Poplar Spring tipiList
!.‘
clay service on Sunday, March
12, with the Rev. Dr. H. C.
'Chiles, interim pastor, as the
speaker at the worship ser-
vices at eleven a.m.
This will be for the
dedication of the new addition
bias ehtweli; Imeate&roff- of-
Pottertnwn Road. Poplar
Spring is one of the oldest
churches of Calloway County.
Sunday Schobl wfff be at ten
a.m. A basket-dinner will
follow the morning worship
services and a gospel singing
will be held in the afternoon.
The public is invited to
anew:I-01M special services




















































































17 Apportions 30 Things in 42 Solitary
19 Silkworm law. 43 Sea eagle
23 Follow 32 Scatter 46 Nerve
24 Pitchers 34 Ballot network
25 Pronoun 37 Antient 47 Verve
26 Sailor chariots , 49 Periods of
(colloci ) 39 Man's time
28 Most name labbr )
untidy* 40 Send forth 50 Beverage











27 28 29 30
31 32 33 34
































SAID Mq E‘eE5 ARE
PERFECT- HE CHECKED






MESSED UP THE f:ERNDOCK
- DEAL—I STILL THINK Or















































will speak on Sunday, March
12, at three p.m. at Mayfield
High school He has chosen
as his title, "Diana or Christ"
from a painting which depic-.
ts a Roman girl forced to
choose "between wor-
shipping the goddess Diana
or following the teaching of
Christ Jesus, a church
spokesman said. He is a
member of the Board of
Lectureship of the first Chur-
ch of Christ, Scientist,
Boston, Mass., where he has
been active in the ministry
for more than 25 years. The
free public lecture will be'
sponsored by the Christian




The Sinking Spring Baptist
Church will have regualr
worship services on Sunday,
March 12, at eleven a.m. and
sOen p.m. with -the Rev.
.1-awSfsh williamsnn, church
Pastor as speaker.
"We All Sing Jesus" and
"Try Jesus Man of Galilge"
will be the selections to be
sung by the Adult Choir,
directed by Tommy Scott with
Mrs. Scott as pianist and Mrs.
Jim Neale as otganist.
David Smotherman will
serve as deacon of the week
and will assist in the morning_ P
services. •
. The youth will meet at five
p.m. ,Sunday for practice and
will sing in the evening ser-
vice. Sunday School will be at"
ten a.m. and Church Training
at six p.m.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mr. and Mrs. Franklin
Carroll and Miss Judy
Hughes. ,
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake 7 a.m. 355.6.
Below dam 304.3, down 1.3.
Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 355.6.
Below dam 317.8 up 0.1.




The Rev. Ronald Parker
Hardison has been named as
director of music at the Grace
Baptist Church, 617 So. 9th
Street, Murray, according to
an announcement by the
church minister, the Rev. FL
J.'Burpoe.
— Bro. HerdLsOnts a graduate-
of Mayfield High School, at-
tended Murray State
University, graduated from
_ Paducah Area Vocational
School with a degree in Civil
and Highway Technology, and
graduated from Mid-
Continent Baptist College with
a B. A. degree.
- toyed- in 'the- United
States.Army from 1968-1971 as
chaplain's assistant, including
a one year tour in Korea, and
being discharged with the
rank of SP6, - •
He has served as music
director of the First Baptist
Church, BlandVille, as interim
pastor of Salem Baptist
Church and Kirksey Baptist
Church, both of this county;
and was ordained to the gospel
ministry in February 1973 as
pastor of ,Lake.-City Baptist
(Thurch, Lake_ City.- •
Bro. Hardison is married to
the former Jerretta Lynn
Wilkins of Cuba, and they
have one daughter, Jessica;
and presently reside at Route
8, Mayfield.
He has tentative plans to
enr911 in the Graduate School,








- Polytex for macrame,
most colors. $4.95 per
spool. Little Red House













Care . . 7534622
Peso . 753-758t
StIliC4 CitiMS . 753-0929
lkedliee  753-NEED







Holman Jones, 217 South
13th., phone 753-3128.
Prices or stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furniabed to the Ledger 81
Times bysFirst of Michisaa. Corp., of
Murray, are as rattan:
Heublein Inc 364 +
McDonalds Corp 45% +4
Ponder‘a Systems 16% +4
Kimberly Clark 424 +
Union Canbide 39% +
W. R. Grace 24% +%
Texaco 25% +%
General Elec 46+4 +4
rdeep No Trade
Georgia Pacific 34% +1.
Pepsico. ..  25% +
JtirrWalters- - 194- 4-4
Kirsch 21% +%
Disney re  315 +
Wendys 35 + L4
Prices of stocks of load interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &





............. . 394 -4
Air Produc 26 + 4
American Motors 45 +
Ashland Oil 20% unc
AT&T 61 +
Ford Motor Co. 43% -4
Gen. Dynamics 43% +
General Motors 58% +





Quaker Oats .......21% +
Tappan - ia
Western Union..  164 %
Zenith Radio 12% unc
Your Individual ( e
Horoscope
--4•1,6\y
 Frances Drake 
FOR SATURDAY, MARCH 11. 1478
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth sign.
ARIES 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. ze) grd--4
Look for a highly stimulating





(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Your judgment a bit off now.
Take nothing for granted, even
if all seems well. And, above all,
make no hasty decisions.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 211 lif°9-
A clash of temperaments
could cause needless friction.
Don't jeopardize an Old -friend-
ship by .becoming overly
emotional.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 231 030
Watch your budget' Reject
any ideas for travel or en-
tertainment *hi& - you Can ill
afford. Tendency is to be
reckless now.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) "i124-.t',A
Curb an inclination toward
4—undue suspicion. Look into all
situations carefully, but do not
read unintended meanings into
others' words.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Don't fret if it becomes
necessary to sacrifice some
leisure time to job matters.
Results will more than make up
for your disappointment.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 231 11--
Use all of your innate
judiciousness in putting forth
original ideas, in trying td
remedy unsatisfactory con-
ditions. Don't let discussions
become disputes.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 2'4 to Nov. 22) 
This could t be a somewhat
.erratic day unless yoU Steer a
7,e
Noldaimmodimumrimem
Would you Eke to ride
our Church Bus to Si,-




Bus driver for March










fiberglass in colors, :
fiberglass underpinning. "
and fiberglass roofing. 7:
Big REOPENING- ; - -
MARCH 1ST. At The
Country tryage,j_miles
West of Dover, Tenn. On
Highway 79 at the Big
Indian.




Consider Isaiah 53$ and
Matthew 6:33. These are
the answers! Have you
tried everything else?
Why not try Matthew..
6:33? It is easy! There is
NO other way to find
HAPPINERS! For Bible
answers, - individual




Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.
steady course. Above OIL avoid
discussions which could upset
associates.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) Xirgri#
Make time count. Whether .*
handling large or small mat-
ters, don't let nonessentials get




I Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 1/V6
Without realizing it, you ma:
be a victim of your own fears
and misgivings. Pull yourself
together. This is a day which
calls for clear thought,
definitive sc;tion — AND self-
confidence
-AQUAMUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Your intuition sharp now --
especially in money patters.
An early-morning decision in
this connection will prove
correct.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 291
Don't listen to what others say
when you have good reason to
believe the source is
questionable_ Stress your good
judgment and objectiv.ity.
YOU BORN . TODAY are
endowed with a fine mind, a
great appreciation of learning
and a keen sense of
discrimination. You have lofty
ambitions -- which you CAN
attain, no matter how humble
your beginnings. Highly gifted,
you could succeed as a writer,
artist, musician or scientist. An.
amiable and genial friend, you
are also extremely sympathetic
to the unfortunate and will
spare no effort to help them. In
fact, it' has been said that
Pisceans• are the true
humanitarians of this worldt
Birthdate of Lawrence Weir'
musical director, Dorothy Gish.
actress; Harold Wilson, British
politician.
NOTICE
All dogs must be vaccinated, licensed and
tagged in city limits. All owners /upon-
sible for dogs will be charged. Please




The Murray Board of Education is requesting
bids bn 175-200 band uniform trousers and 36
hats.
Specifications on the above items may be ob-
tained at the Board of Education, corner of
Poplar & 9th. These bids plus an accompaning
sample must be delivered to the Murray Board
of Education no later than noon of Thursday,
March 23, 1978.
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
FIRST FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN
ASSOCIATION OF UNION CITY, TENN. Plaintiff,
VERSUS TROY AHART, JR. and wife FRANCES
AHART: and C. I. T. FINANCIAL SERVICES,
INC. OF KENTUCKY NO. 2, Defendant.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of di judgrpent and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the February 24
Term thereof 1978, in the above cause, for the sum
of Eight Thousand Nine Hundred Fifty Seven and
31/100 48,95731i, Plus interest until paid and its
cost therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Court House door in the City of Murray, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on the 27th
day of March, 1978, at 1:00 O'clock P.M., or
thereabout, for cash, the following described
property, to-wit:
TRACT NO. 1: BEGINNING at the Graves and
Calloway County Line in the center of the Far-
mington and Murray Road; thence Southeast with
the said road 21 rods, 14 feet arali inches, for a com-
mencing point; thence north 14 rods 3-'ev feet; then-
ce west 6 rods; thence South 11 rods and 14 feet;
thence southeast 6 rods and 14 feet with the center of
sAjd road to the beginning.
There is expressly excluded from this property a
lot on the southwest corner of this described lot
where 0. H. Wilson's warehouse previously stood.
TRACT NO. 2: BEGINNING in the center of the
Old Paris and Farmingtotritoad, (now known as
Kentucky Highway No. 893) at the southeast corner
of the lot formerly owned by J. F. Brown and deeded
to D. F. West; thence north 338 feet to the north line
of a lot deeded to 0. H. Wilson by J. H. Brown as
Shown by deed recorded in deed book 24, page 397, in
the Calloway County Court Clerk's office; (this
point now being the southeast corner of a lot owned
by J. B. Jordan and the southwest corner of Johnnie
Bell Abernathy's lot ) ; thence east 95 feet; thence
south 348 feet or to the center of the said road; then-
ce west about 102 feet to the beginning.
Being the same real estate conveyed to Troy
Ahart, Jr. and wife, Frances Ahart, by James G.
Jordan and wife, Marty Jordan, by deed dated Mar-
ch 18, 1964, of record in Deed Book 123, page 33,
Calloway County Court Clerk's office.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must pay
t ash ort th dare sale. Bidders will be prepared to













6. Help Wanted .
STATION ATTENDANT
6 Help Wanted
on all makes. Open 9-1
daily, Monday -Friday. _ F. Kunbro.
Bettime of .13entqh,--1200 - -






532 sq. ft.. •







student and wife seeking
long term lease or
contract for a -deed on -























And the rambling rose
of ttfiffitiOD redt. • -
Help inc to ever thank
fulbe
For all the beauties
you've given me..
God, make mine ears to
ever hear .
.A14, the sounds of
pleasantcheer;




Help me to-ever thank-
ful be
For all of the sounds
you've given me.
God, make mine hands
to ever feel
The touch .of things
you've made so real;
The' velvet petal of a
rose-
The soft green grass as
'neath it grows;
Help me to ever thank-
ful be
,For the sense of touch
you ye giverime. •
Wife and Kimbro
Family.
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 22th.,
753-0035. Free parking












5 lost And Found
StilAYED or
stolen small black dog,




March 2nd in turn
around -of Calvary
Temple 'Pentecostal
Church on 641 South.
Reward for information
or return. Call 753-5421
after 5 p.m.
6. Help Wanted
n pf y a e
Oil Co., between 6 am.-




-at Fern Teetaee. Full
time. Hours 11 a.m-.-7
p.m. Apply in person
only, 9 a.m.-5 p.m,
BABYSITTER FOR






,-Apply in person at Key,
Cars, 515 South 4th.





Apply in person only to
Factory Outlet, Bel Air
Center, from 9 to 5,
Wednesday, Friday and
Saturday.
- OPPORTUNITY in sales
and management_ with
real future for ambitious
people. Could be part
time. Call 7594370.
MAN FOR - MIXER
operator - day shift.
Apply in p(rson, Ky. •
Candy Co., Alrno.
NOW ACCEPTING ap-
plications for part time
work. 2-10 Friday,
Saturday and Sunday.
Position of desk clerk.
Apply in person Regal 8
Inn.
14 Want To Buy
ONE EXPERIENCED ONE OR two large stock
•
perienced, waitress..
Both- " mornhng. and
&Veiling shifts open. Ky. homes. Call 1-527-8322.
Lake Lodge Restaurant,
Aurora, Ky. Call 474- OLD METAL Antique
22* - for appointment. - signs. Call. 7534693.
15 Articles For Sale 19 Farm Egtopment
SMOKE DETECT() ii,.,
TRACTOR - John Deerenationally advertised
LOOKING FOR people
with integrity who like
to work with people.
30,000 first year, 40,000
2nd year possit4 Call
for appointment only,
753-3763.
1 HELPWANTEDBURNER QUEEN is
looking for someone to





18 years old or
r. Prefer...someotie
with past fast food ex-
perience. No phone
calls. Apply in person
only. Do not apply bet-
ween hours of 11 a m.-
2 p.m.
Legal Notice
An Area or Tract of land in Murray and Calloway
County, Kentucky bounded and described as follows:
Beginning at the northeast corner of the intersection
of Sycamore and 12th Street (641), thence running East
215 fpet to a point, thence North to a point 270 feet, then-
ce West 15 feet to a point, thence North 152 feet to a
point, thence West 25 feet to a point, thence North 65
fe*t to a point, thence West 38 feet to a point, thence
Nortl1t-145 feet to the centerline of Mulberry Street,
thence East 20 feekkith the centerline of Mulberry Loa
point that is 205 feeNrom the intersection of Mulberry
and 12th Street, thence North 152 feet to a point, thence
West 67 feet-to a point, thence North 135 feet to the cen-
terline of Vine St., thence East 87 feet along the cen-
terline of Vine Street to a point that is 225 feet from the
intersection of Vine and 12th Street, thence North 90
feet to a point, thence East 75 feet to a point, thence
North 80 feet to a point, thence East 50 feet to a point,
thence North 100 feet to a point, thence West 76-feet to a
point, thence North 245 feet to the centerline of Elm
Street, thence West 59 feet along the centerline of Elm
Street to a point 210 feet East of the intersection of Elm
and 12th Street. thence North 190 feet to a point, thence
5 feet West to a point, thence 139 feet North to a point,
thence 5 feet West to a point, thence North 155 feet to a
point, thence West 10 feet to a point, thence North 120
feet to the centerline of Poplar Street, thence East 10
feet along the centerline of Poplar Street to a point 200
feet East-of the intersection of Poplar and 12th Street,
thence North 747 feet to the centerline of Main Street to
-a point that is 200 feet East of the intersection of Main
and 12th Street, thence West 30 feet along the cen-
terline of Main Street to a point 170 feet from the in-
tersection of Main and 12th Street, thence North 215
feet from the centerline of Main Street to a point, then-
ce East 10 feet to a point, thence North 127 feet to a
point, thence West 5 feet to a point, thence North 185
feet to a, point, thence Fact 25 feet to a point, thence
North 190 feet to the centerline of Olive Street to a point
200 feet from the intersection of Olive Street and 12th
Street, thence West 35 feet along the centerline of Olive
Street to a point 165 feet from the intersection of Olive
and 12th Street, thence North 220 feet to'a point, thence
West 15 feet to a point, thence North 275 feet to the cen-
terline of Sharp Street to a point 150 feet East of the in-
tersection of Sharp Street and 12th Street, thence West
30 feet with the centerline of Sharp Street to a point 120
feet East of the intersection of Sharp Street and 12th
Street, thence North 87 feet to a point, thence East 80
feet to a point, thence North 350 feet to a point, thence
East 15 feet to a point, thence North 105 feet to the cen-
terline of Payne Street to a point 215 feet East of the in-
tersection of Payne Street and 12th Street, thence West
240 feet with the centerline of Payne to the centerline of
12th Street, thence North 185 feet along the center of
12th Street.-thence -West from the centerline of 12th
Street 420 feet parallel with the southern boundary of
the existing 8-2 zone to a point, thence South 55 feet to
the centerline of Payne Street a distance of 395 feet
West of the intersection of Payne Street and 12th
Street, thence East with the centerline of Payne 135
feet to a point which is 260 feet West of the intersection
of Payne Street and 12th Street, thence South 90 feet to
a point, thence East 65 feet to a point, thence 390 feet
South to a point, thence East 5 feet to a point, thence
South 220 feet to a point, thence East 7 feet to a point,
thence South 70 feet to a point, thence East 3 feet to a
point, thence South 90 feet to a point, thence West 5 feet
to a point, thence South 110 feet to the centerline of
Olive Street, a point which is 185 feet West of the in-
tersection of Olive St. and 12th Street, which is ad-
jacent to the existing B-2 zone, thence East with the
centerline Olive Street 210 feet parallel with the
PUBLIC NEARING
The Murray Planning Commission will hold a
Public Hearing concerning the rezoning of the
remaining residential zones along 12th Street to 8-4
I Limited Business), from Sycamore to Chestnut.
The rezoning will follow lot depths on 12th Street,
however, on side streets leading into 12th Street,
the rezoning will possibly involve the next lot ad-
joining the lot which faces 12th Street. The lots in-
cluded in the rezoning proposal are as shown below
on the map.
The Public Hearing will be held March 21, at7: 00
p. in. in the Council Room of the City Hall Building.




  Payne  
W. A. Franklin, Chairman
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Sycamore Sycamore _




DOING RUMNESS IN DIE U.S IS
IN NEED Of SOME TOP.






• PASTIME. THE FOLLOWING
PREREQUISITES ARE ASSETS
WE PREFER YOU HAVE WORE
YOU SEND- A RESUME: 1.
AGRICULTURE ORIENTED, 2.
SELF-MOTIVATOR, I. AM-
tITION, 4. HONESTY. IF YOU'
DECIDE YOU NAVE THESE
ASSETS, AND ARE READY TO,
EARN TOE TOP DOLLAR AND
GET AWAIT WM I RAPIDLY
DEVELOPING COMPANY, SEND





plies, send self ad-
dressed stamped en-


















thousand feet. Call 901-
6424379.
WANT-HOUSE trailer,
axles, tires and wheels.
Call 474-2320.
A COUPLE WANTS to




shop, either in garage or
added on to house. Must
have parking available.
Call nights, 753-2888.




windows, 36 x 38. Call
753-4684 aftere.5 p.m.
FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
Get your winter's wood
now. While the price is






Rug, Small drop leaf




seen at 502 So. lith
Street or call 753-8410.
USED STOVE, good
condition. $35. Call 435-
4194.
KEEPSAKE 12 pt.
diamond ring. 14 carat
setting. Best offer. Call
-756-4968. • - - -
55 GALLON DRUMS,
Thornton Tile and
Marble, South 9th. Call
753-5719.
DRESSER WITH WASH
bowl and mirror for a
beauty shop. Call 489-
2514.
COLEMAN GAS furnace.
50,000 BTU down flow.




4- Would you like to get 8
or more channels on
your TV? We ,guarantee
8 or more! We are fully























Furniture stripping and refinishing. Also make
small wood projects. Os limited basis.
Call 753-1712, 16241%
Gerald Waldrop
1976 C6dilloc Eldorado Coupe, 30,000 miles, extra
clean, new car trade in.
1974 Mercury Montego Brougham, double power
and air
1971 Dodge Montego, 4 door, double power and




Ofes - Poetic UMW
ltalisAest Cementer; An Ow•
Man Concern.













register. $150. Call 436-
2533.
BEAUTY SHOP equip-
-merit for mile. Call 901-
247-3319.




duty 901 885-0551 night 901
885-9764.
21" BLACK and white
























bedroom suite. Call 753-
















canopy. Less than 1
month old. $500. Call 759-
HOUSE OF Thousands in
Fox Meadows on South
16th St. Now In Stock.
Columbia Minervr
Orlon acrylic yarns in 4
ply worsted weight,
sports weight, also baby
Kid fingering weight.
Many pattern books and
leaflets. Over 30 designs
in painted latch hook
canvas. Complete color
line of pre-cut or skein
rug yarn. All types
embroidery and
needlepoint. Complete
line of accessories for all






machine, zig zag and all
regular attachments.
Fully guaranteed. Sews







Order Sale. Order now
take delivery next
summer. We offer the




ment. All kinds of used
farm equipment at
Murray Ford Tractor.
Call these numbers till
7:00 p.m. 759-4895 or 753-
9482.
1973 • 165 MF diesel
tractor. 1,000 hours, 91••2.
ft. wheel disc, three 16
IH sijows. Rubber tires
wlfiregian. $6.200_ Call 753-
0302.
753-7566.




, Straw chopper. Well
maintained- in dry. Call',











BTL 3 x 9 scope and
case. Like new. $200.
Call 492-8352.
26" 10 SPEED bicycle.
Nearly like new. Six ft.
pool table. Good con-
dition. Call 435-4391.













Lonardo . Piano Co.,
across from Post Office,
Paris, TN.
-UPRIGHT PIANO. Good




PIANO FOR SALE -
'anted:• Responsible
rty to take over spinet
piano. Easy terms. Can
be seen locally. Write:
Credit Manager, P. O.
ox 207 - Car1yIe7-111.
23 Exterminating
7 FREETermite if a
Inspection
Corthieel Or IPA
Arad CAA, Neon Upsets
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
IOW W•1904 eel openftil •ter
rein. Ar an ups ren tonne ern OA
Is &abet







track tape deck, play
back and record, $45.
One concord cassette
tape deck. Play back
and record, $40. One 7 in.
reel to reel tape deck,•,,_
play back and record,
$25. One car stereo, FM
and 8 track tape player.
$50. Kimball organ with
built in Leslie speaker,
$400. 1964 Buick station




This snow just CANT last forever... be ready for spring in
this. loyely 3 bedroom coloniaL Stately double door entry
onto large riving room, nice big country kitchen, cloning
area over looks patio thru siting glass doors. Owner












If you are looking for an economical home with
small acreage close to town this could be the one
just for you! Home has 2 bedrooms and 1 bath
with a Franklin Fireplace in the family room. It
sets on a hillside in the middle of three acres,
half of which has new fencing and approximately




George Gallagher 753-8129 Geri Andersen 753-7932
Kerry Patters's 1924102 Oil !tempered 753-1222
Bill Rayburn .759-4900
















recorder 2,k_nd tapes, $75.
Call 759-4951.
' WANTED SOMEONE to








25" color consoles from
$539.95 with trade in. All
-TV's reduced. Sissons
can save you money.
Sissons Zenith Highway
94, 19 miles West of
Murray. Call 382-2174.
Our prices are the
1.
27 Mobile Home Sales
1975 TWO BEDROOM
trailer and nice lot.
Central heat and air.
Near East Calloway
School. Reasonable. Call
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26 TV Radio
REPOSSESSED 252,', M x 55 TWO BEDROOM,
Magnavox color T.y. bath and bait, call 
Need someone to 0148.
assume small monthly 
payment. Call 753-7575. 1971 12 x 60, three
bedroom. Bath and half..
Partially furnished. Call
753-2670 after 4 p.m.




central heat and air.
Nice garage. Lot with
well. 2013 fL off 280. Price
$7500. Call 436-2733.
1971 LANCER MOBILE
home, 12 X 60, 2
bedroom, 1 bath, large




29. Mobile Home Rentals
HOUSE TRAILER for
rent, 12 x 60. Two
bedroom, partially
, famished. Will be
available 15th of March.
Call 436-2690.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
10 x 55 MOBILE HOME,
also 10 x 20 room ad-
dition on 125 x 145 lot
located 1/2 way between
Murray and Paris on
Highway_-341,- Due try
illness must sell and cut
price from $10,000 to
84,600_00 unfurnished.
Deal with owner. Call
498-8874 for ap-
pointment, we will show
you our home.
1976 14. x 60 Schultz,
' electric, 2 bedroom,
unfurnistted, un-
derpinned. 8 x 12 storage
building. Call after 4:30
753-7755.
LUXURY MOBILE
home. One of a kind. 14x
20 living room. Master
bedroom 12 x 24. Bath
and half. Washer, dryer,
stove and refrigerator.
Three bedrooms, utility
room, 2 large carpeted
porches, gas heat,
central air, all new
carpeting. Call Riviera
Cts, 753-4812.
1974 12 x 65, 2 bedroom.
Natural gas, excellent












limits. Call 753-3692 ask
for Mike Farris.
WOULD LIKE TO rent 2
or 3 bedroom house.Call
753-5942.









1. 1405 Stadium View









*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
ONLY 3 YEARS OLD
LAKE WAY SHORES
2-bedroom home on Kentucky Lake. Electric
heat, air conditioned, large living room, dining
area- and kitchen with lots of cabinets. Concrete
patio with gas grill, and 120-gal. propane tank.
- Nice, large, shaded lot 75x210. On Canal.
This house and lot can be bought for little more





Take a look at this impressive 2-story charmer.
Lots of living area which includes 4 bedrooms,
study, dining room, den, living room, plant
room, basement and central natural gas heat.
Just listed - better act fast! Mid 30's.
KOPPERUD
REALTY m
Ph. 753-1222 711 Main
Georgie Gallagher 753-8129 Geri Andersen 7,53-7932
Merry Patterson' 497-1302 - BIN itopperusi yo-trn
Bill Reybern 759-4900









A growing Real Estate
firm opening in
'Murray, May 1, 1978.
Contact Judy Krouse,





TO SELL? If you've
been thinking of selling,




from our five full-time
sales representatives.
We have clients waiting
to purchase all types of
real estate so let us




make buying and selling




1978 United Feature Syndicate Inc
-t-- - - - -






-WatirThr "e* y "
LOSE NO TIME IN
SEEING THIS ONE!
Here's a modern 3
bedroom home & 2
acres - 4 miles north
just off the Penny Rd.





Estate, 105 N. 12th.
LOOKING FOR that
special lot to build on
this spring? Look no
further! Located in
lovely Canterbury
Estates we have an ideal
lot for a split level. Take
a look at this lot located
at 1514 Oxford Drive
then call Linda Drake,
753-0492 or come by our
office for further
details_ Be ready to
build this spring. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor,






BIG HOUSE on the
Prairie. . . a great home
for a family wanting lots
of space. This bi-level
brick has 4 bedrooms,
41/2 baths, dining room,
family room plus a
finished basement, 2 car
garage, approximately
5500 sq. ft. All this plus 8


















patio. 4 bedrooms, 2





for an appointment to








A REAL BUY and easy to
finance. . . This 2




dining room and kit-
chen, built-in storage in
utility room 10 x 10
workshop and only 5




BY OWNER A very
attractive home, 3 large
bedrooini, 11/2 bathS,
large kitchen, attached
garage, floored attic, all
carpet, custom drapes,




Call 753-9732 or 762-6970.
46. homes for Sale
3LDER FRAME house
on 'large lot in Hazel.
$4500. Call 492-8352.
THREE BEDROOM, - 2
bath house, 1 acre land.
Good location. Call 753-
9318. -
"THOUOVAI I SAW- R0131Ne 






fireplace in living room,
central heat and air, city
gas. 1800 sq. ft. Double
lot 150 x 100. Asking
$37.5001 co 437-4169,
442-0494,443-9625.
GET READY for Spring
in this 3 bedroom brick




good west side location.
Priced in the mid 30's.
Let us show you this
roomy, yet cozy home.
Phone Kopperud Realty,






With The Friendl Toui
A CAREFUL
BUYER'S DREAM ...
This sharp 2 bedroom





port. In the 20's. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
106 N. 12th.
WE DON'T toot our own
horn. We just quietly go
our own way selling
profxrty. For dignified,
professional, honest real
estate service call or




LARGE 4 BEDROOM, 3
bath home on private
one acre tract, 41/2 miles
from Murray. Almost
3000 square feet of living
area in this home which
has extra large rooms
and large 2 car garage.





staying with sale of
home. Priced well below
replacement cost - only








With The Friendly Touch''
START SPRING IN
YOUR NEW
BUSINESS. New 51' x
24' Auto cleanup shop.
Heated and insulated,
hotwater heater, two
10 x 10 overhead doors,
floor drains, paneled
office and bath. 2 acres
of dud ONLY $1 ck, 
Boyd Majors _Real
Estate, 105 N 12th.





















sPeCiOni 2 car gerrge, 3
bedrooms, 2L2 baths,
tastefully decorated
throughout. ',%1e feel this
is the best home in the
mid 50's on today's
market. Let us tell you





1965 FORD, 3/4 ton pickup.
$525 or best offer. Call
753-9318.
THREE BEDROOM on
South 13th Street. With 1
acre - of land, garage
behind house. Call 753-
8541.
47. Motorcycles
1974 250 YAMAHA in good
condition. Call 753-3194.
1975 400 HONDA. ,Good
shape. Low mileage.
Price $550. Call 753-2585.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
110 AMC HORNET, 2
tdow-0--cytiniter -Plor-
Call 759-1$1 after 4 p..
m.
1969 ROADRUNNER, red




1976 GRAND TORINO, 4
door, extra sharp, $2800.
1971 Pinto Runabout,




- eellent condition. Six
- cylinder, 27,000 miles.
Air condition. Four
speed. Must sell. Cali
753-9906.
1975 VOLKSWAGEN




steering, 302 V-8 motor.
Good gas mileage.
Ashley wood stove








1971 Psp-Ups 054r° off
Alas*/ Coseepers $S0" off
This applies to all Campers
-purchased before4-1-213.
1977 YAMAHA, triple
shaft drive, under 1 year
old. 2700 miles. $1750.
Call 752932.
48. Automotive Service







$24.99; 4 year guaran-






49. Used Cars & Trucks
South 12th at SYCSMOre
TELEPHONE 7511051
FOR SALE - Ideal
wooded building site
consisting of 3.18 acres
and located in Graves
County 9 miles South-
west of Mayfield at
intersection of Hwy. 45
and Bell Road. This is a
choice piece of property
apd priced ,very
reasonably at $5506, and
owner will finance.
Phone Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 for more in-
formation.
1707 Olive. 3 bedroom, 2
bath brick home 2 blocks
from campus. Ilas up-
stairs apartment and
detached spartmont. Shield
not for $200 monthly.
949,500.
120 Acres Completely ha-
cod with most cruss-hiscosi,
92 acres randoble. well,
swell WS, tobacco barn &





veneer homes. 11/2 bath,
dishwasher, wall to wall
carpet. Central electric










Tow k eg Pee*
- 
.
_ 753 7724 „
roe s,,affivea IGuy Spann Realty
_
1969 MERCURY, 2 door
with air and power.
Good condition. $400 or
will consider trade for
smaller car. Call 753-
5778 after pan.
1975 CHEVY Luv pickup.




cruise control. Call after
5, 354-8772.
1977 PONTIAC Grand
Prix, LJ, 13,000 miles.
400 cu. in. Gray and




9,000 actual miles. Call
after 5:00 p.m. 753-8410.




1974 AUDI, 2 door,
automatic, air, AM-FM
tape deck. $2350. Call
753-7699 after 6 p.m.
1976 CAMARO, copper
red, red interior. Good
condition. 350 cu. in.,
automatic, air con-
dition. Call 753-5362
between 8 and 5 p. m.




wheel base. Six cylin-
der. $3600. Call days 753-
0800, nights 753-8567.
1977 FOUR WHEEL drive
Scout. 25 used tractors.
1976 Ford 1 ton with
Omaha flat bed. 1975
four wheel drive 250





. pickup,. sharp_ $163-67
days; 153=7889.,
nights-753-6148T
The only ewe for Cabin Fever
is the outdoors and the best
way to enjoy the outdoors is
with a Starcraft Camper. Our
special prices make this
remedy easy to take.
Bank financing available.
White's Camper Seim










ficient service. No job









roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 753-1873 after 5 p.
m. or weekend.
ELECTRIC WIRING










children in my home
Monday-Friday 6:30
a.m.-5 p.m. --Hourly,
daily or weekly. Ex-
perienced. Call 753-5672.







FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310







by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling




ters installed per your
specifications. Call







ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field









struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
-42001. Phone dity 'or
night 442.702&,2;7026.





white rock, lime, sand, ,
decorative rock,. Also
free' estimates on
, parking lot or driveway._
Call Roger Hudson, 753-,
4545 or 753-6763.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas FT---.-
staltation will do
plumbing, heating and




Coriapany Inc. Air con-













exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years ex-
perience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe wcrrk --
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John




THREE SMALL 1 year
old dogs, male, black
with white and tan
- -Will make--
nice house pets. Call 7
7843.




young adult male part
Collie. Black and white.
Friendly,_ gentle„ will
make an ideal pet. Call
492-8365 or 492-8183.
ATTENTION BUSINESSES
Warehouse space available, CHEAPER than
owning your own, PLUS; no utilities, insurance,
taxes or maintenance. Just 100% DEDUCTION














Call this number after 5,00 to assure








Floored and reedy. Up to 12 s 24. Also born style, offices, cottages,
mobile home ad.ons, end patios, or U-111/11.1), precut completely ready





You don't have to be an engineer or technical person to enter a challenging and
highly rewarding career selling industrial lubricants to businesses right in your
community.
Sales experience (fleet, construction, farm, food, and manufacturing) or a
mechanical background helpful. We train you in salesmanship, products, and
applications in a 'thoroughly professional, company-paid program. Field
training follows, right in your territory.
No investment except your full-time effort, and you get an exclusive, fully-
protected territory with hundreds of prospects for products that repeat and
repeat, year after year. You represent a company on the move; the quality
leader in the lubricant field for over a quarter century.
Feel dead ended? Stop day-dreaming and start building your lucrative career
today, right in your own area, and be home nights with your family while doing
it.
Act now, while one of our choice territories is still open in your area. Send your






'Fort. Worth, Texas 76111
• • •
•
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Deaths and Funerals
Burial Rites Held For Mrs. Wohlhart
The graveside rites for Mrs.
rait (Lulls) wohlhart were




Earlie White, retired far-
mer of Hazel Haute Two died
lhiS--rn-Orntng - at 3:10- at his
'home. He was 82 years Of age.
Mr. White was born Jan. 11,
1896, in Calloway County and
was the son of the late Dave
White and Mary Josephine
Chariton- -White-. -- He was a
member of the Green- Plain
Church of Christ.
The Calloway resident is
survived by his wife, Mrs.
Ovie Adams White, to whom
he was married on June 29,
1929; two daughters„ Mrs.
—Vesta iffill--Sheiton and
Mrs. Freda Davis, and one
son, Jerry Max White, all of,
Hazel Route Two; one sister,
Mrs. Maude Grogan, Hazel
Route One; three half sisters,
Mrs. Novie Hale, NfutraY, and
Mrs. Ruby Keegan and Mrs.
Eva Hurt, Detroit, Mich.; six,
grandchildren; three great
grandchildren. - —
Funeral services will be
held Sunday at two p. in. at the
Green Plain Church of Christ
with Bro. Priestly Scott and
the ReV. James-Garland-of-
ficiating.  — ---
Burial will follow in the
Green Plain Cemetery with
theb arrangements by the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
, _,Horne_where friends may call
after six p. m. °night
I Friday.
the Outland Cemetery with the
Dr David Boos of-
ficiating. The Max Churchill
Funeral Home was in charge
of the arrangements...,
Mrs. Wohlhart died-4n. 25
at the Fulton Hospital, Fulton:
She was a resident ,of
Dukedom, Tn., formerly of
,Calloway County, and is
survived by her husband,
Frank Wohlhart, stepson,
Ronnie Stocklose, Chicago,
111._, and one sister, Mrs. Irl R.
-Somers, Murray Route Six.
The funeral was held on
Sunday, Jan. 28, at the chapel
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Home; but due to weather




The burial rites for Earl
Knight were held on Thursday
.at 115_ p. ,E11„. at the Outland
Cemetery with the R Virgil
Blankenship officiating. The
Max Churchill Funeral Home
was in charge of the
arrangements.
Mr. _ Knight, age. 61. of
Parker City, Ind., formerly of
Murray atid Calloway County,
died Feb. 17 at the Randolph
County Hospital, Muncie„Ind.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Joretta Butler Knight,
two daughters, Miss Linda
Knight and Mrs. Sylvia
Wheeler, three sons, James,
_-Toininy„
five grandchildren, and a
sister, Mrs. William Kimbro
of Murray Route Seven.
Funeral services were held
Tuesday, Feb. 21, at the Max
Chnrthill Funeral Home.- but
due to weather conditions, the
interment was postponed.
Cindy L Williams
Dies At Age ,
Funeral Is Today
Miss Cindy Lee Williams,
age 17, of Paducah Route
Eleven, died Tuesday at 615
p.m. at Children's Hospital,
Memphis, Tn. She was a
member of the Lone Oak
Baptist Church and a student
at Lone Oak High School.
The . young- girl is survived
by her father and stepmother,
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Gerald
Williams, Paducah; her
mother} Mrs. Barbara An-
derson . Williams, Paducah;
her grandparents, Mrs. Mary
Belle Williams, Paducah, and
Kenneth Anderson, San Diego..
Calif.; two brothers Richard
Wallace and Jeremy Blair
Williams, both of Paducah.
The funeral is being held
today.. at 1:30 p.m, at the.
Bellview Baptist Church,
Paducah, with the Rev. Louis
Brinker, the Rev. Willis
Henson, and Dr. John Wood
officiating.
Serving as pallbearets are
Gary Jones, Billy Chapman,
Phillip Williford, Scottie
Howell, Chris Carney, Kevin
'Kidd, Mark Watkins, and
Rickie DeJarnett. Burial will
follow in the Evans Cemetery
in Calloway County with the.
Lindsey Funeral Home of
Paducah in charge of
"altangementS.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take
the form of donations to
LeBonheur's Children's
Hospital Cystic Fibrosis
Foundation, 848 Adams Street,
Memphis, Tn.
End-of-model-year Factory Sponsored Event
TRADE ALLOWANCE
for your old color TV (regardless of age, make
or condition) toward the purchase of either of these

























MANY OTHER SALE PRICED RCA COLOR TVs TOO—
COME IN AND ASK ABOUT OUR
SUPER SAVINGS SPECIALS!
- 1 .1.=ENTUCIC.."7111' 11111.111111.7
Dr. Jay W. Wilson
Dies At Age 57;
Burial At Murray
Dr Jay W Wilson of 4114
Samoset Court,' Louisville,
died Wednesday at 11:25 p. m.
at the Suburban Hospital,
Louisville. He was 52>years of
age and his death followed an
extended illness. •
The deceased had been In
the general practice of
medicine in Louisville for 22
years and was a charter
member of the
Psychosymatics. He was a
member- of The.. American
Academy of General Pratice,
a medical advisor for Loaal-,-,
Board No. 42 in Kentucky, and
a member of the Omicron
Delta Kappa Society.
Dr. Wilson was born in
Puryear, Tn., .and was the son
of Mrs. Opal.. Wilson, wbo.
survives, pnd the late August
Wilson, former Murray in-
surance agent. He was a
veteran of World War II and a
member of the Masonic
todne71Te-reCerVedlii§ den-rie
of medicine from the
University of Louisville in
1954.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Frances Cusack, Wilson,
and his mother, Mrs. Opal
Wilson„ Louisville; two
daughters, Mrs. 'Randy
(Laura Ann) Roberts, Rich-
mond, and Miss Lisa Gail
Wilson, Louisville; two sons,
Keith L. Wilson, Indianapolis,
Ind., and Garry A. Wilson,
Martin, Tn.; two grand-
_children; numerous relatives
in Murray and Calloway
County.
The funeral will be held
today at five p. m. at the
chapel of the Highlands
Funeral llome. 3331.
Taylorsville Road, Louisville'.
Graveside services will be
held-Saturday at two p. m. at
the Murray City Cemetery
here.
The family requests that
• expressions of sympathy take
the form of contributions to
the Norton Children's
Psychiatric Center,
State General Assembly Gears
Cranking Faster In Final Days 
By T.G. MOORE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
Kentucky legislative gears are
cranking faster as the House passed a
multitude-of its own bills Thursday in
an effort to get them rim:Tying in the final
days of the 1978 session.
With about 100 bills on the House
agenda, legislators endured another
evening session without a break as they
voted summarily in most Fames on non-
controversial measures, .
Debate was reserved for the ad-
•-riunistration's proposal to increase coal
serverance tax revenues. The measure
passed after the House defeated a con-
troversial amendment that would have
allocated a larger share of the tax to
non-coal-producing counties tot repair
of coal roads.
Two amendments were approved
that are designed to return severance
tax funds to 'coal-producing counties
through the Energy Road Fund and to
jAkye rinio7coal,,,counties a.„, share of
The severance tax proposal now goes
to the Senate.
The Senate, meantime, passed a
House bill raising the minimum fine for
most traffic violations ' by $15; the
measure now goes to the governor.
Sen. Walter Baker, R-Glasgow,
charged that the measure "is sticking it
to the little man who can't come up here
to Frankfort and fight."
The bill is expected to raise up to $8
million a year.
The Senate also passed a. bill to allow
local governments to place a property
tax on -unmined coal after amending it
to in effect remove the current state
tax.
A bill to establish a state Bureau of
Surface Mining and Reclamation to
BUSINESS MEMNG Talidng about business of the day during-a-1*cent
break on the Senate floor are Sen. Richard Weisenberger of Mayfield (left)
and Sen. Joe Prather of Vine Grove. The General Assembly is into the final
two weeks of the 1978 session.
enforce the new federal strip mine law
was approved by the Senate and sent to
the House. The bureau already has
been created by executive order of Gov.
Julian Carroll.
The strip mine bill is a- companion
measure for a bill passed earlier this
week by the Senate that would bring
. Kentucky's strip mine law into line with
the federal act.
An effort to allow persons whose
licenses were suspended or revoked for
drunk driving to drive to and from Work
was defeated 46-42 by the House.
The House approved a bill to
establish the Churchill Downs
'Authority which could someday take
over operation of the famed home of the
Kentucky Derby if the track's
stockholders approved the move.
The measure now noes to the Senate.
The president of the -Kentucky
Education Association said Thursday
that a collective bargaining bill for
teachers is at a crucial stage and urged
teachers at a Capitol rally to continue to
push for the meaure. _
Wayne Harvey urged teachers to
press for getting the Senate-passed bill
out of the House Rules Committee and
onto the House floor for a vote.
Taft-Hartliy Act Is Ignored
In Kentucky Coalfields Today
By The Associated Press •
The Taft-Hartley Act became
effective in Kentucky's coalfields today
Hezzie 0 Charlton but was ignored from east to west bystriking United Mine Workers mem-
Dies; Was Formerly
Of The Hazel Area
Word has been received of
the death of Hezzie 0.
Charlton, brother of Mrs.
Manon Grogan of Murray,
who died Monday, Feb. 27, at
the St. Jospeh Hospital, Flint,
Mich. He was 83 years of age
and a resident of Millington,
Mich.
Mr. Charlton was born Dec.
4, 1894, at Hazel and was the
son of the late Joe Charlton
and Ellen Cooper Charlton. He
had resided in. the Millington
area for 45 years where he was
a member of the United
Methodist Church and, a
retired foreman from
Michigan Consolidated Gas
Company of Detroit, Mich.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Elizabeth Ellis Charlton,
to whom he was married on
Nov. 6, 1924; one son, Tom
Chariton, Millington, Mich.;
one daughter, Mrs. Frederick
(Ruth) Carlson, Iron Moun-
tain, Mich.; one sister, Mrs.




The funeral was held
Thursday, March 2, at the
chapel of the Hanlin. Funeral
Home, Millington, Mich., with
the Rev. Paul Amstutz of-





Mrs. Shellie Simpson of
Route Three, Paris, Tn., died
late Thursday night at the
Henry County Hospital, Paris,
Tn. She was 74 years of age.
The deceased was the wife
of Fred W. Simpson who died
April 22, 1966. Born May 28,
1903, in Henry County, Tn., she
was the daughter of the late
Hugh Alexander and Ten-
nessee Jinunerson Alexander.
Mrs. Simpson is survived by
one daughter, Miss Dorse B.
Simpson, Route Three, Paris,
Tn.; one son, Fred Kent
Simpson, Murray; one
granddaughter, Miss Hope
Simpson; two step sons,
Daron and Dana Ahart;
several nieces ahd nephews.
The funeral will be held
bers.
Some mines reported they were
ready to resume operations but were -
blocked because their employees failed
to report for duty.
Union spokesmen argued that they
hadn't been served with back-to-work
order were turned over to U. S. mar-
the papers were delivered by U.S. mar-
shals.
"I don't know about the rest of the
men but I ain't going back," said one
miner standing near the union hall at
Cumberland. His comment was typical
of that expressed by strikers
throughout the coalfields.
"We're just sitting tight until we're
served notice, but we don't know when
thurs going to be," another miner com-
mented.
Copies of the federal restraining
order, and would take no action until
shals for delivery to each district and
local no later than 4:30 p.m., EST,
Monday. Technically, a defendant is
not required to obey the directive if he
hasn't received it.
The large U-S Steel Corporation




Murray Police continue an in-
vestigation into at least 10 separate
incidents of vandalism and window
breaking around Murray Wednesday
night. -
According to a police department
spokesman, most of the vandalism
incidents involved car windows being
shot with a pellet gun.
Some building door windows were
also broken. Estimates on total damage
is almost 81500.
Police are also investigating a stolen
car report. According to a police
spokesman, Richard L. Humphries of
1631 Hamilton reported his 1965 auto
missing from Bel-Air Shopping Center
around 3 p. m. Thursday. Police con-
tinue to investigate the report.
Arson Suspected
In Barn Blaze
Calloway County Sheriff's Depart-
ment is investigating possible arsogin .
connection with a fire that destroyed a
tobacco barn Thursday.
The fire destroyed a barn belonging
to Graham Feltner of Graham Road
just off KY 121 early Thursday mor-
A spokesman for the department said
Saturday at 3:30 p. m. at the evidence points to arson. The fire
LeDonChpe _13idgeway_Agstrged the 10 roorLIKIL
Mortigians, Paris, Tb.-. With tire wagon and some tobacco sticks.
_.burimg. to follow --4a- Abe The def6egtabest- investigatiOn is •
ill  onyersv eCemetery. • continuing.
were quiet. There were no pickets, and
no mine activity.
The four mines at Lynch, plus the
Company's preparation plant at Corbin,
employ about 1,100 workers. one.
Hundreds of the miners at the facility
had voted last Saturday to accept the
latest contract and go backuto work, but
no workers were in evidence today even
though the mine was ready to operate if
anyone showed up.
A mine spokesman, who asked not to
be identified, said preparation work
didn't get under way because the mines
hadn't been served with the Taft-
Hartley injunction ordering them to
resume production, and they never
expected anyone to show up for work.
Glenn Stratton, superintendent of
Star Mine Division of Peaybody Coal in
Greenville, said he had called the
union's safety committee Thursday
evening-and asked them to inspect the
mines to get them ready.
"Nobody appeared," said Stratton,
adding that he then telephoned the
local's president and was told "the men
aren't going to move until they've got-
ten the papers. We need a chance to
read them and explain then to our
members."
Stratton said he doubted that
anything would happen before Monday.
The foreman for the Gibraltar Corp.
at Central City said he also alerted the
union's safety committee. •
"They didn't show," said the
foreman, asking that he not be iden-
tified.
"We opened the gates at 7 a.m. and
told everyone we were ready," the .
foreman continued. "I don't think the
men will move until they get_ the pa-
pers."
He said the mine has about 400 em-
ployees. _
Beth Elkhorn Corp., one of the largest
coal producers in eastern Kentucky,
also was idle.
Ray Mullins, superintendent of in-
dustrial relations, said the firm has
1,000 UMW members on the payroll.
"The mines could be worked almost
immediately because supervisory
personnel have kept them in good
condition," Mullins said.
City Board. ..
(Continued From Page One)
Calloway County Board of Education,
to retain Don Overbey, a Murray at-
torney, for $80 per month next fiscal
year:
— Board members strongly ob-
jected, and even passed a motion to that
effect, to some 18-20 teachers applying
for. unemployment benefits for days
missed due to snow.
Murray School Superintendent
Robert G. Jeffrey indicated that
teachers were payed, regardless of the
inclement weather.
"There are ethics about this sort of
thing. . . We pay these people," Don
Henry, board chairman said.
Board members passed. a motion to
attach a statement to all applications
(the school board has to verify the
teachers were out of work) saying the
teachers were payed when out of
school.
Unemployment Down
For 4th Month In Row
WASHINGTON (AP) — A big in-
crease in new 'manufacturing jobs
helped push the nation's jobless rate
down to 6.'1 percent in February, the
fourth straight monthly decline in
unemployment and , the lowest since
October 1974, the government reported
today.
The unemployment rate in January
was 6.3 percent.
The best unemployment gains in
February were for blacks and other
minority workers, whose jobless rate
declined to 11.8 percent, down from 12.7
percent iniJanuary and the lowest in
more than three years.
The February report said the effects
of the long coal strike either had not yet
shown up or not yet had an impact on
overall employment, although it noted
that the strike has taken 160,000 miners
temporarily out of the labor force.
Aside from the miners themselves,
about 20,000 workers have otherwise
been laid off because of the strike.
The Labor Department said 93
million >Americans had jobs in
February, op from 92.9 million in
January-7'301TE 6:T—ficiTliciTI
IPSTIPloYed; down from- 6.2 million a
miinth earlier.
Reflecting the steady improvement
in the nation's economy, the February
unemployment rate of 6.1 percent was
the lowest since a 5.9 percent rate
during the recession in October 1974.
The Labor Department said overall
employment last month was 3.7 million
higher than in February 1977, the first
full,month of President Carter's term in
office.
County Board..
(Continued From Page 1)
— Reviewed and accepted assorted
bids on lunchroom items for the
remainder of the school term. One
board member, Lubie Parrish;
suggested the board look into central
food bidding, buying, storage and
distribution.
— Accepted the resignation in-
structor Elaine Brown at•the end of this
school term.
— Agreed to participate in a Ken-
tucky Department of Education
reading seminar later this summer.
griecTici retia.„ Muria Y liforneV'
Don Overbey for $10'a month beginning
nal Iliad year. ,c7
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